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ABSTRACT
An alternative approach to two-dimensional power spectrum estimation incorporating the
Radon transform in conjunction with each of the one-dimensional periodogram,
Blackman-Tukey, and Autoregressive parameter estimation algorithms is examined. The
Radon transform is used to express a two-dimensional data set in terms of its projections
onto a set ofone-dimensional radial lines, effectively reducing the two-dimensional
estimation problem to a series of one-dimensional problems. The resulting two-
dimensional power spectrum estimates are compared to the known power spectra for a
variety of data types. The Radon transform approach combined with autoregressive
parameter estimation can provide a high-resolution power spectrum estimate, effectively
surpassing the resolution limitations of the Fouriermethods without the cumbersome
implementations of the more direct high resolution estimation methods in two
dimensions.
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1.0 Introduction
In theory, the power spectrum of a continuous function is obtained by application of the
Fourier transform followed by a squared magnitude operation. In practice, however, the
continuous function is represented by a discrete data set obtained as a single realization of
the combination of a (possibly) deterministic process and a random process. The
continuous power spectrum must then be estimated from the data set by using any of a
number of spectrum estimation techniques.
The first widely used method of spectrum estimation was the periodogram, developed by
Schuster in 1898 for the study ofperiodicities in the occurrences of sunspots [Schuster,
1898]. Essentially a Fourier transform of the data set, this method was computationally
intensive and therefore had limited applications prior to the advent ofdigital computers
and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm developed by Cooley and Tukey [1965].
A later method of spectrum estimation, developed by Blackman and Tukey [1958], is
based on the Wiener-Khinchin theorem describing the relationship between the power
spectrum and the autocorrelation function as a Fourier transform pair. This method is an
indirect approach of first estimating a series of autocorrelation lags from the data set and
then computing the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function. The primary
advantage of this method lies in the form of the autocorrelation function which generally
peaks at the origin and rapidly falls to zero. Thus, a smaller set ofnon-zero data points
may be input to the Fourier transform.
Both the periodogram and the Blackman-Tukeymethods have become known as classical
spectrum estimation methods because they are based on the Fourier transform. Although
each has proven effective and useful in a variety of applications, they are both limited in
resolution by the sampling interval used in obtaining the data set.
In the pursuit ofhigher resolution, a number of alternative methods have been introduced.
The so-called parametric methods are based on an assumption that the data set fits a pre
determined mathematical model defined by a set ofunknown parameters. A theoretical
expression for the continuous power spectrum in terms of these parameters is derived
from the characteristics of the mathematical model. The spectrum estimation problem
then becomes one of estimating the model parameters and substituting these estimates
into the theoretical equation for the power spectrum.
Three well-known parametric models are the autoregressive (AR), moving-average (MA)
and autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models. As indicated by the nomenclature,
the ARMA model is more general, incorporating the characteristics ofboth the AR and
MA models. Although each of these methods has been demonstrated to be effective in
power spectrum estimation, the ARmethod has the advantage ofusing a parameter
estimation algorithm involving a linear set ofYule-Walker equations to estimate both the
magnitude and phase spectra.
The extension of spectrum estimation for a two-dimensional data set has been
demonstrated for both the Fourier and the parametric methods. The separability of the
Fourier transform allows for a straightforward extension to multiple dimensions for both
the periodogram and the Blackman-Tukey methods. A one-dimensional transform is
simply applied to each dimension in succession in order to obtain the two-dimensional
Fourier transform. Of course, the resolution limitations associated with the sampling
interval and the size of the data set remain.
Although the parametric methods may promise higher resolution when applied to two-
dimensional data, the task of estimating the model parameters can be cumbersome. An
extension of the linear Yule-Walker equations for use in estimating the AR parameters
for a two-dimensional data set has been discussed in the literature [Marple, 1987], [Kay,
1988].
An alternative approach to two-dimensional spectrum estimation incorporates the Radon
transform, a means of expressing a two-dimensional data set in terms of its projections
onto a set ofone-dimensional radial lines, to compress the problem into a series ofone-
dimensional spectrum estimation problems. The motivation behind this approach lies in
the relationship between the Radon transform and the Fourier transformwhereby the two-
dimensional Fourier transform can be computed by application of the Radon transform to
a two-dimensional data set followed by one-dimensional Fourier transforms along the
radial lines of the Radon transform. Clearly, this method can be applied to the Fourier
methods of spectrum estimation by simply replacing the two-dimensional Fourier
transform with the Radon transform and a sequence ofone-dimensional Fourier
transforms. In addition, the application of the Radon transform in conjunction with the
one-dimensional parametric methods offers the possibility of a straightforward estimation
of a higher-resolution two-dimensional discrete power spectrum.
A series ofdata processing algorithms has been applied to data sets with known power
spectra in an effort to demonstrate the feasibility of the Radon transform approach to two-
dimensional spectrum estimation. The data processing included both the Fourier and
parametric spectrum estimation methods. Although the Radon transform approach used
in conjunction with the periodogram and the Blackman-Tukey methods offered no
improvements over their direct two-dimensional counterparts, the Radon/AR approach
successfully produced higher-resolution spectrum estimates in selected cases. However,
the bilinear interpolation implemented in the Radon transform computation and the
spectrum reconstruction introduce computational errors which limit the performance of
the Radon/AR approach. In addition, care must be taken in selecting the angular
separation between Radon transform projections as too many projections may obscure the
results while too fewmay result in the excessive loss of data between projections.
2.0 Objectives
The objectives of this project were to:
demonstrate the feasibility of the Radon transform approach to two-dimensional
spectrum estimation.
qualitatively compare the performance of the Radon transform approach to that of the
direct two-dimensional spectrum estimation approach.
These objectives were met by generating power spectrum estimates for a series of two-
dimensional data sets with known power spectra by using both the Radon transform
approach and direct two-dimensional spectrum estimation techniques. Appropriate
comparisons between power spectrum estimates and known power spectra were made for
each data set.
3.0 Background - Literature Review
Before considering the applicability of the Radon transform to the field of spectrum
estimation, one must first develop a knowledge of the various spectrum estimation
techniques available in both one and two dimensions. Historically, observations of the
periodic nature of the length of the day, phases of the moon, and length of the year have
resulted in the development of the modern calendar and clock. The periodicities
governing these and a variety of other phenomena in fields such as sonar, geophysics,
meteorology, climatology, oceanography and astronomy may be examined through
spectrum estimates computed from a set of observed data. In most applications, the data
measurements are inherently imbedded in noise, obscuring visibility of the underlying
periodicities within the data. Spectrum estimation provides a means of separating the
strong frequency components within the data from the underlying noise. This wide
spread applicability of spectrum estimation has led to the development ofvarious
methods in both one and two (or more) dimensions.
The one-dimensional spectrum estimation methods have been separated into two classes:
the nonparametric (Fourier) methods and the parametric methods, described in sections
3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The extension of these methods to a two-dimensional data set is
discussed in section 3.3 along with a brief description ofother 2-D spectrum estimation
methods. Finally, a description of the Radon transform and its application to spectrum
estimation using both parametric and nonparametric methods is described in section 3.4.
3.1 Nonparametric Spectrum Estimation Methods
Nonparametric spectrum estimation methods, also referred to as Fourier or classical
methods, include the periodogram and the Blackman-Tukey approaches. Both of these
methods have been widely used for decades in a variety of applications. Consequently,
the necessary equations and discussions of advantages and disadvantages are available in
numerous texts and journal articles. Ofparticular interest are the texts by Steven Kay
[1988], and R. B. Blackman and J. W. Tukey [1958] as well as the video tutorial by S. L.
Marple [1990].
3.1.1 Periodogram
The periodogram spectrum estimate for a discrete data record x[n] of lengthN, developed
by Schuster in 1898 for the study of sunspot periodicities, is given by:
2
PpER^f) ~ ~
N-\
271 ifn^x[n]e
w=0
(3-1)
For decades, the periodogram was the only available method for power spectrum
estimation. However, its computational intensity prevented widespread use until the
advent of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm developed by J.S. Cooley and J.W.
Tukey in 1965 [Cooley, 1965]. When the FFT is used, the computational efficiency then
becomes one of the primary advantages of the periodogram spectrum estimation method.
The primary disadvantages of this method are the resolution limit ofA/ = \/2N imposed
by the Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem [Goodman, 1968], the presence of sidelobes
due to the inherent windowing of the data, and the unfortunate fact that the periodogram
is an inconsistent estimator, i.e., the variance of the periodogram does not decrease as the
size of the data set increases.
The inherent windowing of the data is a result of the implicit infinite extension of the data
set using zero-valued data points. Essentially the periodogram analysis is applied to the
product of the function of interest and a unit amplitude rectangle function representing
the data window:
g(x) = f(x) x rect(x) (3_2)
The resulting Fourier transform is, therefore, a convolution of the desired transform and a
sine function (the Fourier transform of the rectangle function):
G(^) = F(^)*sinc(^) (3.3)
This convolution results in sidelobes or "leakage" ofpower into adjacent frequency
regions. Consequently, the sidelobes of a strong frequency component can obscure
weaker signals at nearby frequencies. By selecting alternate data windows, a trade-off
can be made between the bandwidth of the main lobe (resolution) and the magnitude of
the Fourier transform in the sidelobes (obscuration ofweak frequency components).
One would expect that an increase in the length of the data record would improve the
periodogram estimate of the power spectrum. Indeed, the periodogram is an unbiased
estimator and the mean does converge to the true power spectrum as the number ofdata
points increases. However, because the variance of the estimate is a constant [Kay,
1988], the estimator is inconsistent. In order to decrease the variance of the periodogram
estimate, the spectrum estimates frommultiple data sets may be averaged. Frequently,
the multiple data sets are obtained by subdividing the original data set of lengthN into K
shorter non-overlapping data sets of length L [Bartlett, 1948]. The averaged periodogram
estimate is then given by:
K-\
PAVPER(f)~~/ /p^RJf) (3-4)
m=0
where PpEnif) is the periodogram of length L for the mth data set
2
3S(/>4L
L-\
(3-5)
n=0
However, the cost of this decreased variance is an inherent decrease in resolution due to
the smoothing effect on the individual periodogram estimates.
A variation of the averaged periodogram is the Welch method utilizing a data window
and overlapping data blocks to achieve additional variance reduction [Welch, 1967]. In
this method, the original data record of lengthN is again segmented into smaller data
records of length L, allowing the data records to overlap. A datawindow is applied to
each of these segments to decrease both the sidelobe
"leakage"
and the bias of the
estimator. The reduction of the estimator variance is a result of the increased number of
data records obtained by allowing the segments to overlap. The segmentation of the
original data record for both the Bartlett averaged periodogram and the Welch method is
illustrated in Figure 3-1 . A quantitative discussion of the reduction in variance for these
averaged periodogram methods is contained in the text byMarple, [1987].
(a) xx,x2,...,xL,...,xL,...x-iL; ..., x2L,
~2 T
(b) [x\,x2, ... , xL\ [xL+i,xL+2, ... ,x2l]
m ' L ' L ' L
+1 +2 +L
2 2 2
1 31 >
N- +1
2
XIL >X3L ''X3I
+1 +2 +L
2 2 2
xN-L+\> XN
[xN-L+\ >xN-L+2 ' XN ]
x 3L >x 3Z. >>* L
N- +1 N- +2 N
2 2 2
Figure 3-1: An illustration of data record segmentation for averaged
periodograms. (a) Schuster's periodogram uses a single data record of
length yV. (b) The Bartlett averaged periodogram uses the same data
segmented into records of length L. (c) TheWelch averaged periodogram
(with 50% overlap) includes overlapping data records, also of length L,
with those of the Bartlett periodogram in (b).
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3.1.2 Blackman-Tukey Spectrum Estimation Method
The spectrum estimationmethod developed by R. Blackman and J. Tukey in 1958 is
derived from the well-known Wiener-Khinchin theorem relating the power spectrum and
the autocorrelation function as a Fourier transform pair. The Blackman-Tukey power
spectrum estimate is given by:
M
Pbt(/)= J^K-roe"2*'7"* (3-6)
k=-M
where r^ [k] is the autocorrelation function estimator given by:
N-l-k
y\*[/i]x[ + Jfc] for * = 0,L...,JV-1
N _ __'
*=o (3-7)
[-*] for k = -(N-l),-(N-2),...,-l.
and w[k] is a real sequence termed the lag window.
With this method, the task becomes one of estimating the autocorrelation lags and
deriving the power spectrum via the Fourier transform. The required number of
autocorrelation lags depends on the shape of the autocorrelation function, and thus is
determined by the choice of the lag window. Before the introduction of the Cooley-
Tukey FFT algorithm in 1965, the computational efficiency of the Blackman-Tukey
estimator was a clear advantage when only a few autocorrelation lag estimates were
required.
However, the disadvantages of the periodogram related to the Fourier transform are still
prevalent with the Blackman-Tukey estimationmethod; specifically, the frequency
11
resolution limitation ofA/ = 1/2N and the "leakage" into signal sidelobes described by
equations (3-2) and (3-3). In addition, some autocorrelation sequence estimates can result
in negative values of the power spectrum with the Blackman-Tukey method [Kay and
Marple, 1981].
3.2 Parametric Spectrum Estimation Methods
In the pursuit ofhigher resolution, a number ofparametric spectrum estimation methods
have been developed. The premise of a parametric method is the assumption that the data
were generated by a process which can be represented by a mathematical model utilizing
a set ofparameters. A theoretical power spectrum can then be derived from the model
using the model parameters. The problem of estimating the power spectrum then
becomes one of estimating the parameters of the assumed model.
A subset of these parametric methods are the so-called rational models: moving average
(MA), autoregressive (AR), and autoregressive moving average (ARMA). These models
have been referred to as rational models due to the functional form of the theoretical
ARMA power spectrum:
PARMA^e )~
b0+ble-m+---+bQe-iq(O
2
i + +...+ e-v (3-8)
P
where the coefficients a, and bt describe the relationship between subsequent data points
and may be estimated from the data. Both the MA and the ARmodels are special cases
of the ARMA model. The MA model, also known as the all-zero model, assumes all the
a\ parameters are zero. Similarly, the b\ parameters (excluding b0) are assumed zero for
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the AR (all-pole) model. In words, the power spectrum P is the squared magnitude of a
polynomial for the MA model, and the inverse of a polynomial for the ARmodel.
The ARmodel has been selected for this investigation primarily for its ability to detect
narrow-band signals such as sinusoids. Consequently, the MA and ARMA models will
not be discussed in further detail. Additional information on these models can be found
in the texts by Kay [1988] and Marple [1987] or articles by Kay andMarple [1981],
Cadzow [1982], or Robinson [1982], among others.
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3.2.1 The Autoregressive Model
As previously stated, the premise of the AR method is the assumption that the data were
generated by an autoregressive process defined by a set ofparameters. The accuracy of
this assumption determines the accuracy of the resulting power spectrum estimate. Once
this assumption has beenmade, the problem then becomes one of estimating the model
parameters for the given data set.
An autoregressive process determines the amplitude of each new data point as a weighted
sum of the amplitudes of the previous data points:
x[h] = -__***[" -*] +[] (3-9)
k=\
where x[n] is the output sequence, a^ is a set ofAR parameters which serve to weight the
previous data points, and u[n] is a white-noise driving sequence. The order of the model
in the autoregressive process isp, the maximum value of the index k for which ak ^ 0 .
Although this equation is similar in form to a linear prediction filter, its interpretation is
unique to the AR process [Marple, 1987]. The dependence of the output sequence on
both the input driving sequence and the previous output values is described pictorially in
Figure 3-2. In addition, an example of a data set generated by an autoregressive process
of order/? = 2 is shown in Figure 3-3. The equation governing this process is obtained by
substituting the two autoregressive parameters, al =0.5 and a2 = -0.25, into equation
(3-9):
x[n] = x[n
- 1] + -x[n - 2] + u[n] (3-10)
14
+
u[n]- Xi
ap )"'{%.
x[n-p]
AR
x[n-2]
>x[n]
x[n-l]
Figure 3-2: An AutoregressiveModel ofOrder p
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Figure 3-3: Sample data set from a second order autoregressive
process with ax =0.5 and a2 = -0.25. The process is initiated at the
leftwith x = 10 and driven by a normally distributed white-noise
sequence u[n] with u, = 0 and a = 1.
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The next step in defining the ARmodel is to derive the theoretical power spectrum based
on the AR parameters. This derivation is included in a number of texts and articles (e.g.
[Marple, 1987] and [Kay, 1988]) and will not be repeated herein. The derivation, based
on a z-transform representation of the system transfer function, results in the AR power
spectrum density
p m PqA
P
l + y]ake-2nifkAt
(3-H)
k=\
where p^ is the variance of the input driving sequence []. With this equation in hand,
the estimation of the power spectrum has been reduced to the estimation of the AR
parameters and the variance of the white-noise driving sequence. A thorough description
of the white-noise driving sequence and its role in the autoregressive model is contained
in the paper by Robinson [1982].
3.2.2 AR Parameter Estimation
The literature pertaining to autoregressive spectrum estimation includes a number of
methods for determining the model parameters from a set of data. The paper by Roman
[1981] provides an overview of several methods, including the Yule-Walker, maximum
entropy (Burg), least squares, parameter estimation, and maximum likelihood methods.
The choice ofmethod could be influenced by a number of factors including the data
record length, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the desired resolution. However, the selection
factor for this study was simply the extendibility of the Yule-Walkermethod to two
dimensions.
16
The premise of the Yule-Walker method is the following relationship between the
autocorrelation of the data set and the AR parameters:
r^im]
- > Qkrxx \-m ~ ^] for /w > 0
k=\
p
/ <*krxx[-k]
k=\
+ pa for m = 0
for m < 0
(3-12)
r^i-m]
Selection of the p+1 autocorrelation lags with indices [0,l,2,...,p] results in a system of
p+1 linear equations with p+1 unknowns referred to as the Yule-Walker normal
equations, expressed here inmatrix form:
>xJ0] rxx[-l]
rM ^[0]
rxx\P\ ^[p-l]
rxx\rP\
fxxi-p + l]
^[0]
"
1
"
Pco
a\
=
0
\_aP 0
(3-13)
The ominous task of solving this system of equations has been simplified by taking
advantage of the hermitian Toeplitz characteristics of the autocorrelation matrix: the
matrix complex conjugate symmetry and the identical elements along any diagonal. A
matrix equation of this type can be solved efficiently using the Levinson-Durbin
algorithm, originally developed by Levinson [1947] for filter design and prediction under
the auspices of the MIT Meteorological Project and applied to the ARmodel by Durbin
[I960].
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Each recursion of the Levinsion-Durbin algorithm involves computation of a larger set of
autoregressive parameters and the corresponding variance for the input driving sequence.
The notation for the computed autoregressive parameters a^ indicates both the recursion,
k, and the index of the AR parameter, /. The Levinson-Durbin recursive algorithm is
initialized by setting:
__0_ (3_14)
'-(0)
and
of=(l-krK(0) (3-15)
with the recursion for k=2,3,...,p given by
L
k-\
rM +^a^rJk-l)
*
(3-16)
ki = ak-u +akk^k-u-i for/ = 1,2,...,* - 1 (3-17)
oJ=(l-|fl_|2)oL (3-18)
A clear advantage of the Levinson-Durbin algorithm is its recursion in model order,
particularly when the AR model order is unknown; in other words, the process of
generating the parameters for an AR process of orderp also produces the parameters for
all the lower-order AR processes. The recursion is repeated until the variance ok is
constant (att =0). As an example, the Levinson-Durbin autoregressive parameter
estimates computed for the 64-point data set of Figure 3-3 are provided in Table 3-1.
Recall from equation (3-10) that the model order is known (p = 2) and the autoregressive
parameters governing the process are a\ = 0.5 and #2 = -0.25. Termination of the
18
recursion is dictated either by preselecting the model order (ifknown) or by comparing
the difference between computed variances from successive iterations of the recursion to
an arbitrarily small number,
r,1 r,1
ck~Gk-\ < e . For the example ofTable 3-1, the recursion
was allowed to continue until the variance difference was smaller than s = 0.01, although
the model order was known in advance.
akl ak2 ak3 ak4 ak5
k=\ 0.658
k = 2 0.456 -0.307
k = 3 0.426 -0.263 0.096
k = 4 0.420 -0.246 0.068 -0.069
=5 0.421 -0.247 0.072 -0.072 -0.015
Table 3-1: Levinson-Durbin autoregressive parameter estimates for data generated
from an order 2 autoregressive process with a\ = 0.5 and aj = -0.25. The recursion
was terminated when the difference in variance was less than 0.01.
Care must be taken in selecting the model order as the AR spectrum estimate will exhibit
spurious peaks when a large model order is chosen relative to the number ofdata points
[Kay andMarple, 1981]. This is the basis of the recommendation by Kay andMarple
that the maximum model order be limited to one-half the data record length.
Alternatively, too few autoregressive parameters may not yield an accurate estimate when
the true power spectrum contains sharp peaks. As an illustration, consider the power
spectra computed from the autoregressive parameter estimates ofTable 3-1 shown in
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spatial frequency (cycles/sample)
(a) known parameters
-estimated parameters
-0.5 0 0.5
spatial frequency (cycles/sample)
(b)
-0.5 0 0.5
spatial frequency (cycles/sample)
(c)
-0.5 0 0.5
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Figure 3-4: Power Spectra computed from estimated AR parameters.
(a) Model order p=2, known parameters aj = 0.5 and a2 = -0.25; estimated
parameters ax = 0.456 and a2
=
-0.307, (b) model order p=l, at = 0.658
(c) model order p=3, i = 0.426, a2 = -0.263 and a3 = 0.096 (d) model order
p=4? fll = 0.42, a2 = -0.246, a3 = 0.068 and a4 = -0.069.
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Figure 3-4. Both the known power spectrum and the spectrum computed from the
estimated second order process exhibit the same overall shape, Figure 3-4(a). However,
the first order estimate ofFigure 3 -4(b) is constant, while the higher order estimates of
Figure 3-4(c) and (d) exhibit split peaks or sidelobes.
Another artifact associated with the AR spectrum estimation technique is the occurrence
of spectral line splitting: the appearance of two or more displaced spectral lines where a
single spectral line should be observed. It has been shown by Kay andMarple [1979]
that spectral line splitting results from estimation errors when the autocorrelation is
unknown and can be alleviated in some cases by using the unbiased autocorrelation
estimator in the Yule-Walker equations.
Aside from these artifacts, the AR spectrum estimation method has provided an
improvement over the Fourier methods in terms of resolution. Marple observed that the
resolution performance of the ARmodel is as much as four times that of the Fourier
method for a 20dB SNR. The resolution declined for increased noise, illustrating the
sensitivity of the ARmethod to white noise [Marple, 1978].
Another improvement over the Fouriermethod is in the number of autocorrelation lags
required. In comparing the ARmethod with the Blackman-Tukey, the ARmethod has
been shown to require fewer lags for the same resolution [Kaven, 1978]. As indicated by
the Yule-Walker equations, only the autocorrelation lags r_ [m] for \m\ < p are required
for estimating the spectrum of an AR(p) process. When the model order/? is small, the
required number of autocorrelation lags also is small.
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3.3 Two-dimensional Spectrum Estimation
The estimation of spectra of two-dimensional functions is of interest in a variety of fields,
including sonar, radar, geophysics, and image processing. The approaches to two-
dimensional spectrum estimation presented in the literature can be divided into five basic
categories:
1 . direct estimation using a two-dimensional Fourier transform,
2. zero-padding followed by a two-dimensional Fourier transform,
3. data extrapolation based on a mathematical model of the data, followed by a
two-dimensional Fourier transform,
4. hybrid techniques which utilize a Fourier transform in one dimension and a one-
dimensional high-resolution spectrum estimationmethod in the second
dimension, and
5. non-classical direct two-dimensional methods.
As with the one-dimensional methods, the two-dimensional methods are described in a
number of sources. Ofprimary interest are the texts by StevenM. Kay [1988] and S.L.
Marple, Jr. [1987] and the article written by James H. McClellan [1982]. A brief
description of the extension of the nonparametric Fouriermethods to two dimensions,
including the data extrapolation technique, follows in section 3.3.1.
The so-called hybrid or separable spectrum estimation techniques usually employ a
classical Fourier estimator in one dimension, postponing the magnitude-squared
operation, and a modern high-resolutionmethod in the second dimension [McClellan,
1982]. This technique is typically used when the resolution obtainable by Fourier
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methods is adequate in one dimension (usually temporal) but not in the second dimension
(usually spatial). A variation on this hybrid method includes data extrapolation in the
dimension subjected to the Fouriermethod before continuing with the high-resolution
method in the second dimension [Joyce, 1979].
The direct two-dimensional methods include the parametric methods discussed earlier
(AR, MA, ARMA) as well as the maximum entropy, minimum variance, maximum
likelihood, Pisarenko and Prony's methods. The extension of the autoregressive spectrum
estimator is described further in section 3.3.2. The remaining two-dimensional methods
will not be included in this study of the Radon transform approach and are therefore not
discussed further. The reader is referred to the literature, specifically [Kay, 1988],
[McClellan, 1982], [Lim and Malik, 1981]and [Barbieri and Barone, 1992] for additional
information and resources.
3.3.1 Two-Dimensional NonparametricMethods
The spectrum estimation techniques utilizing a two-dimensional Fourier transform are
straightforward extensions of the one-dimensional Fourier transform technique. For a
two-dimensional data setf(x,y), the Fourier transform is given by
00 00
F(u,v)= f [f(x,y)e-2ni{xu+yv)dxdy (3-19)
-0000
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Since the kernel of this transformation is easily separable, the two-dimensional Fourier
transform can be implemented as a series ofone-dimensional transforms as shown:
-2ni(yv)F(>v)= l jf(x,y)e-2ni^dx & (3-20)
The periodogram estimate then follows directly as the squared magnitude of this Fourier
transform.
Just as with the one-dimensional discrete transform, the resolution limits for each of the
spatial frequency variables u and v are determined by the sampling intervals in the x and v
dimensions, respectively. Zero padding (the enlargement of the data set with zero-valued
data points) essentially allows interpolation between the spectrum amplitudes obtained
from the transform of the unpadded data set. As such, this technique does not produce
new information butmerely presents the interpolated spectrum values at smaller intervals.
Data extrapolation based on a mathematical model fit to the data does, however, serve to
artificially extend the data set. Application of a two-dimensional Fourier transform to
this larger data set calculates the spectrum at a smaller frequency interval A/ = 1/2N ,
thus providing higher resolution. The accuracy of the resulting power spectrum depends
on the properties of the mathematical model chosen to represent the data. Data
extrapolationmethods include independent extrapolation for each dimension [Frost and
Sullivan 1979], two-dimensional extrapolation on the original data set [Frost, 1980] and
two-dimensional extrapolation of the autocorrelation function [Roucos and Childers,
1979].
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Extension of the Blackman-Tukey spectrum estimation method to two dimensions is also
straightforward. A biased two-dimensional autocorrelation function estimate is obtained
by shifting a copy in two dimensions and summing the products:
M-1-kN-l-l
} J x * [m, n]x[m+k,n + l] fork>0,l>0
rxx[kj] = <
MN
1
MN
m=0 n=0
M-\-k N-\
J ^ x*[m,n]x[m+ k,n + l] fork>0,l<0
m=0 n=-l
(3-21)
The remaining autocorrelation function estimates are based on the hermitian symmetry
property of the autocorrelation function:
~*
?xx [-k-1] = ^xx [k, I] for k < 0, / > 0 and k < 0, / < 0 (3-22)
The Blackman-Tukey spectrum estimate is then given by the two-dimensional Fourier
transform of the windowed autocorrelation function estimate:
K L
iW(/i,/2)= j_ Yjw[kj]Pxx[kj]e~2nKM+f2l)
k=-K 1=-L
(3-23)
The window function w[k,l] is included as ameans ofweighting the autocorrelation
function values more heavily for small lag values which are computed from the largest
number ofdata points. The autocorrelation function values for higher lags are computed
using a significantly smaller set of data points and therefore have a much higher
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variability. The window function serves to eliminate these values from the estimation of
the power spectrum, thus providing a spectrum estimate with a lower variance.
3.3.2 Two-dimensional ParametricMethods
The extension of the autoregressive spectrum estimation methods to two dimensions
requires a parallel extension of the mathematical model representing the data. Recall that
the one-dimensional model assumes the data was generated by an autoregressive process
acting on the data already determined, as defined previously in equation (3-9).
In a single dimension, the dependence of each datum on previous data points is clear.
However, in two or more dimensions, this relationship to previous data points becomes
ambiguous. Consequently, parametric models for two-dimensional data sets have been
developed assuming three different prediction regions: causal, semicausal, and noncausal.
Each of these regions imposes a specific set of restrictions on the indices m and n for the
AR parameters amn in the relationship describing the AR process:
x[i,j] = -____ amx[i
- m,j -n] +w[i,j] (3-24)
m n
and the corresponding power spectrum density:
P (f f) AfiAfrPo^ARUiU2)-
2
l +
yya^e-2 ni[fmAtl+f2nAt2]
m n
where pffl is the 2-D white noise variance.
(3-25)
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Using a noncausal, or full plane, region of support, the indices m and n may take on any
integer value, excluding (m,ri)=(0,0), resulting in a dependence of each output point,
x[i,j], on potentially all other data points, as determined by the value of the AR parameter
amn. MA and ARmodels assuming a noncausal support region have been described in
the literature by Jain and Ranganath [1981] and Sharma and Chellapa [1986].
Both the semicausal and causal support regions imply a dependence of each sample x[i,j]
on
"prior" data points only. The semicausal region assumes causality in only one
dimension, restricting one of the indices, m or n, to only non-negative values while the
remaining index is unrestricted. This region, the symmetric half-plane, has been used in
the study of2-D ARMA modeling [Jain, 1981], [Jain and Ranganath, 1981]. The
interpretation of causality in two dimensions allows either a non-symmetric half-plane or
a quarter-plane region of support. The most stringent interpretation of causality allows
both m and n to take on only non-negative values, resulting in the first-quadrant quarter-
plane support region. Similar support regions are also defined for the second, third, and
fourth quadrants. It should be noted that all of these support regions exclude the origin
since the output point cannot depend on itself. The reader is referred to the text by
Marple [1987] or the article by Jain [1981] for more description of these support regions.
As with the one-dimensional AR spectrum estimation technique, the definition of a two-
dimensional AR process and the equation for its corresponding power spectrum reduces
the spectrum estimation task to one of estimating the ARmodel parameters from a given
data set. Although alternative parameter estimation methods have been presented in the
literature [McGuffin and Liu, 1989], [Cadzow and Ogino, 1981], the approach addressed
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in this study utilizes the Yule-Walker normal equations for a 2-D causal AR process:
W rt / i K for [*.'] = [0,0]
Z-Zr^-^-'-'-^'io otherwise ^
i i
where the indices / andy are defined by any of the quarter-plane or non-symmetric half
plane support regions. Complete descriptions of the 2-D Yule-Walker equations for a
quarter-plane support region and the Levinson-type recursive algorithm for solving them
are contained in the texts by Marple [1987] and Kay [1988]. It is important to note that
these equations and algorithm closely parallel those described for the 1-D AR spectrum
estimation method in Section 3.2.2. Use of this method therefore provides a logical
means of comparison to the spectrum estimation method utilizing the Radon transform.
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It is also important to note that the restriction of causality has been shown to result in an
elliptically skewed spectral response to a single sinusoid in white noise. A combined
quarter-plane AR estimator defined as
1 1
+
1
' ARC V/l'/2/ *AR1 v/l 'J2 / "/U?2v/l'/2/
where PAR , is the first quadrant estimator
(3-27)
^4/?l(/l'/2)- TJ2Pt
Pi Pi
m=0n=0
-2jii[/1mr1+/2nr2]
(3-28)
and PAR2 is the second quadrant estimator
Par2 \f\^fl) ~
TJ2p CO
0 p2
-27t/[^mr1+/2/.r2]
(3-29)
ni=pt n=0
has been shown to produce a circular response to the single sinusoid in white noise
[Jackson and Chien, 1979]. Jackson and Chien also noted the occurrence of fewer
spurious peaks when the combined estimator is used.
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3.4 The Radon Transform Approach
The Radon transform, introduced in 1917 by Johann Radon, is a means of expressing a
two-dimensional function in terms of its projections onto a set ofone-dimensional lines,
enabling examination of the internal structure of an object. Since its introduction, the
Radon transform has been used in a vast array of applications, the most commonly known
being computerized tomography formedical imaging [Kak and Slaney, 1988]. Its
applicability to the problem of spectrum estimation is a direct result of the relationship
between the Radon and Fourier transforms described herein. A more thorough discussion
of the Radon transform, its properties, and applications is contained in the text byDeans
[1983], which also contains a complete English translation ofRadon's 1917 paper.
3.4.1 Description of the Radon Transform
For a two-dimensional function,/Tx..y)> the Radon transform operator is defined as a
complete set of line integrals of/along all possible lines L:
f{p,) = 0tf= \f{x,y)ds (3.30)
L
where ds is an incremental length along the line L defined by:
/? = xcos^+>-sin^ (3-31)
Thus a single projection of the Radon transform is obtained by restricting <() to a single
value (|>i and computing line integrals along all lines perpendicular to the radial line at
angle \ from the x-axis as illustrated in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-5: Integration lines L for computing a single Radon
transform projection for (j) = 45 degrees.
In theory, the Radon transform of a continuous function is also continuous over all
possible values of and all lines L perpendicular to the radial line at angle <f>. In practice
however, the function to be transformed is a discrete matrix, or array, ofnumbers. The
computed transform will therefore be a discrete approximation to the Radon transform for
the selected projection angles {. As an example, consider a sinusoidal function within a
circular window as shown in Figure 3-6(a). The Radon transform projection at = 0,
shown in Figure 3 -6(b), is computed by simply summing over the columns of the matrix.
The periodic nature of the sinusoid is clearly visible in this projection; with the decreased
amplitude near the edges resulting from the circular window. Similarly the 90 projection
can be computed either by summing over the rows of the matrix or by rotating the matrix
and summing over the columns, Figure 3-6(c) and (d). Once again, the impact of the
circular window is visible in the decreased amplitude near the edges of the projection.
Without the circular window, the sinusoidal data of the full matrix would result in a
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100
-1 0
Figure 3-6: Radon transform projections for a single sinusoid in a circular
window, (a) original data set, (b) Radon transform projection for = 0,
(c) sinusoid rotated 90, (d) Radon transform for = 90.
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Figure 3-6 (cont.): (e) sinusoid rotated 30, (f) Radon transform for <|> =
30
(g) sinusoid rotated 60, (h) Radon transform for (J) = 60.
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constant value for the 90 Radon transform projection. For all other projection angles the
original function/must be rotated and fit to a set of rectangular coordinates before
column summations may be determined. Additional rotations and Radon transform
projections for 0 =
30
and <f> =
60
are provided in Figure 3-6(e)-(h).
The discrete Radon transform is most frequently presented in one of two formats. The
simplest presentation is the sinogram in which each Radon transform projection is
represented as a single row of a digital image. The sinogram containing the four Radon
transform projections of Figure 3-6 is the 4-by-64 matrix illustrated in Figure 3-7 with the
first row containing the
0
projection. Other Radon transform projections may be included
in this sinogram by inserting (0 < <}>< 90) or appending (<|> > 90) additional rows to the
matrix, as required. An alternative presentation is the reconstructed two-dimensional
Radon transform in which each projection is filtered to compensate for oversampling near
the origin, rotated to the appropriate angle, and summed into a single matrix. As an
illustration, 180 Radon transform projections ((j) = 0, 1, 2,.. .,179) for the sinusoid of
Figure 3-6(a) are presented in both formats, the sinogram and the reconstructed two-
dimensional transform, in Figure 3-8.
An alternative expression for the Radon transform utilizing the vector x = {x,y), the unit
vector = (cos<{>,sin <))), and employing the Dirac delta function to select the line
/? = c|-x,isgivenby
/(M) = J7W5(p-$-x)dx. (3-32)
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samples
Figure 3-7: Sinogram with four Radon transform projections for a single
sinusoid in a circular window. The four rows represent the 64-point Radon
transform projections for projection angles = 0, 30, 60, and 90.
-50 0 50 0 200 400
Figure 3-8: Radon transform for single sinusoid in circularwindow,
(a) Sinogram for projection angles <j> = 0, 1, 2, ...179. (b) Reconstructed
two-dimensional transform.
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As outlined by Deans [1983], this form of the Radon transform equation can be used to
express the two-dimensional Fourier transform of /(x) in terms of the Radon transform
and a one-dimensional Fourier transform along the radial direction of the Radon transform
as given by:
F{s^)=)f{p,k)e-2^dp (3-33)
Perhaps this relationship is better understood by considering the two pathways leading to
the two-dimensional Fourier transform shown in the following flow diagram, Figure 3-9.
/(*,y)-><
Radon 1-D Fourier
Transform . jF( n fc \ Transforms
OR
2-D FourierTransform .
-*F{u,v) =F{s
Figure 3-9: Flow diagram for two-dimensional Fourier
transform computation using the Radon transform.
The two-dimensional Fourier transforms obtained along these two paths are theoretically
equivalent when the input function f{x,y) is continuous, a sufficient though not
necessary condition. However, when the input function is a discrete representation of a
continuous function f{x,y), the computed transform from either pathway will also be a
discrete approximation of F(u,v). The differences between these two representations are
primarily due to the interpolation between data points necessary in fitting the data to a
rectangular grid for the 2-D Fourier transform or the lines of integration for the Radon
transform. The discrete Fourier transforms for the sinusoid of Figure 3-6(a) computed
from the two-dimensional FFT and from the Radon transform and one-dimensional FFTs
are presented in Figure 3-10.
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Figure 3-10: Fourier transforms computed for a single sinusoid in a circular
window, (a) 2D FFT (b) Reconstructed from ID FFT's applied to Radon
transform projections for <f> = 0, 1, 2, ...179.
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3.4.2 The Radon Transform and Spectrum Estimation
Application of the Radon transform to spectrum estimation in conjunction with the
classical techniques is a clear extension of the relationship between the Radon transform
and the two-dimensional Fourier transform. The alternative approaches using the Radon
transform in conjunction with the periodogram and the Blackman-Tukey methods are
illustrated in the following two flow diagrams, Figures 3-11 and 3-12.
f(x,y)-><
Radon
Transform
->/(p.O
1-DPeriodograms
)F(>5)
OR
2-D Periodogram
F(u,v)
Squared
Magnitude
,p^fj
Figure 3-11: Flow diagram for spectrum estimation
using the Radon transform and the periodogram.
/U.y)--^>r_(/fc,/)->
Radon 1-D Fourier
Transform . /
_ _,
\ Transforms
OR
2-D FourierTransform
>->pBAfi,f2)
Figure 3-12: Flow diagram for spectrum estimation
using the Radon transform and the Blackman-Tukey
method.
The effectiveness of the Radon transform approach clearly depends on fitting the rotated
data to a rectangular grid both in computing the Radon transform projections and in
reconstructing the two-dimensional transform.
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When utilizing a non-Fourier spectrum estimation technique, there is no two-dimensional
Fourier transform to directly replace using the Radon transform approach. However, it is
a reasonable expectation that the Radon transform may be used to compress the data, or
the autocorrelation function, to a series ofone-dimensional spectrum estimation
problems. The flow diagram shown in Figure 3-13 illustrates two alternative approaches
to AR spectrum estimation using the Radon transform.
/M
ACF
*rxx{k'l)->
Radon
Transform
-\
Solve 1-D
Yule-Walker
Equations
OR
Solve 2-D Yule-Walker Equations
OR
Radon
Transform >/ \ 1-DACF's
> f{P, x) *r{k)-
Solve 1-D Yule-Walker
'^omn^PAR(fl,f2)
Figure 3-13: Flow diagram for spectrum estimation using the
Radon transform and autoregressive parameter estimation.
It is not clear whether the premise of the ARmodel still holds true for either of these
Radon transform approaches. Recall the model assumption that the original data set was
generated by anAR process defined by the parameters amn in equation (3-24). When
working with the Radon transform, the autoregressive parameters are determined along
radial lines, which implies one-dimensional causality along these lines.
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This investigation of the Radon transform approach to spectrum estimation addresses the
feasibility of estimating the power spectrum in conjunction with the periodogram, the
Blackman-Tukey, and the AR parameter estimation routines. The algorithm chosen for
the auto-regressive approach is shown along the bottom path ofFigure 3-13 flow diagram
(Radon transform, 1-D ACF's, 1-D Yule-Walker equations). The alternative algorithms
shown in the flow diagram are left as an exercise to the reader.
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4.0 Approach
The objective of demonstrating the feasibility of the Radon transform approach to two-
dimensional spectrum estimation was accomplished by processing two-dimensional data
sets using different spectrum estimation algorithms and comparing the results to the
known power spectrum. In addition, a qualitative performance assessment included
comparison of the spectrum estimates from the Radon transform approach to estimates
generated from direct two-dimensional approaches. The procedure is outlined in the
following steps:
1 . define and generate two-dimensional noise-free data sets,
2. estimate power spectrum using two-dimensional spectrum estimationmodels,
3 . estimate power spectrum using Radon transform and one-dimensional
spectrum estimation models, and
4. compare estimates from Radon transform approach to estimates from direct
two-dimensional methods and/or known power spectra.
The feasibility demonstration included three two-dimensional data sets with well-known
power spectra as described in Section 4. 1 . In part, these data sets were selected to
examine the ability of the Radon transform approach to produce high-resolution estimates
and to detect an underlying autoregressive process. Power spectrum estimates for these
data sets were generated from direct two-dimensional methods as described in Section 4.2
as well as from the Radon transform approach in conjunction with the periodogram,
Blackman-Tukey, andAR parameter estimation algorithms described in Section 4.3. The
resulting power spectrum estimates were examined for the overall form of the known
power spectrum as well as a qualitative examination of resolution performance.
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With the feasibility of the Radon transform approach established, a qualitative
performance assessment included a comparison of spectrum estimation approaches, an
observation ofphase estimation and image reconstruction, as well as an investigation of
interpolation effects on the estimated spectrum as described in Section 4.4.
All data processing was completed usingMATLAB, an interactive programming system
developed by The MathWorks, Inc. Since MATLAB uses matrices and vectors as basic
processing elements, several spectrum estimation routines were easily implemented as
MATLAB functions contained inM-files. Listings of these supplemental MATLABM-
files are provided in Appendix A.
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4. 1 Two-dimensional data sets
The Radon transform approach to two-dimensional spectrum estimation was applied to
six types ofdata sets:
sinusoidal data (data sets #1 & #1 1),
a two-dimensional rectangle function (#2),
data generated by a causal autoregressive process (#3),
linear combinations of sinusoidal and autoregressive data (#4, #5, &#6),
two 8-bit images (#7 & #8), and
periodic functions (sinusoids) defined by discrete delta functions in the
frequency domain (#9 & #10).
All data sets were of size 64 by 64 pixels. With the exception of data sets #7-#10, the data
were generated using one (ormore) of the MATLAB routines 'planewv', 'rect2', and
'ardata2'
as listed inAppendix A. The 'planewv' routine generates two-dimensional
sinusoidal data with user-specified frequency, amplitude, phase, and, azimuthal angle.
The 'rect2' function creates a two-dimensional rectangle functionwith a user-specified
width in both the x- and y-dimensions. Alternatively, a data set generated by a first-
quadrant, causal autoregressive process can be obtained from the
'ardata2'
routine using
the user specified autoregressive parameters and an input matrix of random numbers.
The processing was completed using data sets with no additive noise in order to meet the
primary objective ofdemonstrating the feasibility of the Radon transform approach.
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Data Set #1: "Sines"
This data set consists of a linear combination of two-dimensional bipolar cosines chosen
to illustrate the resolution performance of each spectrum estimation algorithm. A total of
twelve cosines of equal amplitude and zero phase are included in the data set. The period
and azimuthal angle for each cosine wave are listed in Table 4-1 .
Period Azimuth Period Azimuth
(samples) (degrees) (samples) (degrees)
la. 8 0 4a. 64/20 0
lb. 64/6 0 4b. 64/21 0
2a. 64/20 90 5a. 8 90
2b. 64/22 90 5b. 64/7 90
3a. 64/sqrt(72) 135 6a. 64/sqrt(72) 45
3b. 64/sqrt(128) 135 6b. 64/sqrt(98) 45
Table 4-1: Period and Azimuthal Angle for Cosines ofData Set #1 ("Sines")
The power spectrum associated with this data set consists of the twelve pairs ofdelta
functions shown in the discrete, gray-scale representation ofFigure 4-1. The delta
function pairs corresponding to six of the cosines are separated from another pair in the
sampled frequency domain by two samples. The delta function pairs for the remaining
cosines have a frequency separation ofonly one sample, beyond the resolution limit of
the classical spectrum estimation techniques.
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Figure 4-1: Power spectrum for
"Sines" data set, computed from 2D FFT.
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Data Set #2: Two-dimensional Rectangle Function
The second data set consists of a unit-amplitude rectangle function chosen for its well-
known and recognizable Fourier transform, the sine function. The non-zero portion of
the rectangle function is centered in the matrix at pixel (33,33) and has widths of 16
samples along the x-axis and 4 samples along the y-axis. The power spectrum estimate
for this rectangle function computed using the 2-D FFT is shown in Figure 4-2. As
expected, the characteristic shape of the sine function is easily observed in this spectrum
estimate.
0 20 40 60
-0.5 0 0.5
spatial frequency (cycles/sample)
Figure 4-2: Power Spectrum estimate for
"Rectangle" function, computed from
2D FFT.
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Data Set #3: "AR Process"
This data set contains data obtained by application of a causal autoregressive process in
the spatial domain to a 64-by-64 matrix ofnormally-distributed random numbers obtained
from the MATLAB routine 'randn'. The AR process is defined by the parameters
1 -0.5
p= -0.5 025 0
0.25 0 0
(4-1)
Since the autoregressive parameters are known, the power spectrum can be easily
computed from equation (3-25). The author-generated MATLAB routine 'arspec2'
provided in Appendix A computes this power spectrum at the user-specified number of
frequency points. A 64-by-64 discrete, gray-scale representation of the power spectrum
computed from the ar parameters is shown in Figure 4-3.
Data Set #4 - #6: "Sines + AR Process"
The next three data sets are linear combinations of the "AR
Process" data set previously
described and three sinusoids with frequencies and azimuthal angles chosen for the
location of their spectral peaks. The first two sinusoids have spectral peaks along the
vertical and horizontal axes. The spectral peaks associated with the third sinusoid are
located along the
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radial line in order to coincide with the peak non-zero regions of the
AR process spectrum shown previously in Figure 4-3. The periods and azimuthal angles
for these sinusoids are provided in Table 4-2.
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Figure 4-3: Power spectrum ofAR process, computed from known
autoregressive parameters.
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Figure 4-4: Power spectrum of "Sines + AR Process".
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Period (samples) Azimuthal Angle(Degrees)
6.4
3.2
64/sqrt(200)
0
90
45
Table 4-2: Periods and Azimuthal Angles for Three Sinusoids ofData
Sets #4 - #6
A discrete, gray-scale representation of the power spectrum is shown in Figure 4-4. It
should be noted that the non-zero data points of the true power spectrum of the
continuous sinusoids are infinitely-valued. The finite value assigned to these points in
estimating the power spectrum is a function of the amplitude of the input sinusoids. The
sinusoids in data sets 4, 5, and 6 have equal amplitudes of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25, respectively.
Data Set #7 and #8: Images
The two remaining data sets are digitized versions of two photographs. The 8-bit images
"child 1 " and "child 2" shown in Figure 4-5 were chosen as a first attempt at
demonstrating the feasibility ofutilizing the Radon transform approach with actual image
data. Results obtained from processing these two images are not considered to be
representative of the results obtainable from processing all images. Since the true power
spectrum of the continuous signal producing each of these images is not known in
advance, the spectrum estimates obtained from the 2-D Fourier transforms of each image
are provided in Figure 4-6. It should be noted that the lines visible along the horizontal
and vertical axes of these spectrum estimates are a result of the assumed periodic nature
of the data outside the sampled window in computing the FFT.
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Figure 4-5: (a) Data set #7, "Child 1" (b) Data set #8, "Child
2"
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Figure 4-6: Power spectra computed from 2D FFT for (a) "Child
1"
and (b)
"Child 2".
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Data Sets #9 and #10: "Phase Test"
These two data sets are the only two initially defined by a known spectrum in the
frequency domain; obtaining the spatial data set via the inverse two-dimensional FFT.
All other data sets were defined directly in the spatial domain.
The sole purpose for including data set #9 is the examination of the phase spectrum
estimated from the Radon transform in conjunction with the autoregressive parameter
estimation. Consequently, the spectrum was defined first and the data set derived from
the known spectrum as follows:
Create a spectrum consisting of a 64-by-64 matrix of zeros, F=zeros(64),
Set two samples of the spectrum to known values, F(33,25) = (V3 + i) and
F(33,41) = ^(V3-0
Compute the inverse FFT to obtain the data set in the spatial domain, using the
MATLAB functions 'ifft2' and 'fftshiff.
Using this data set, the estimated phase spectrum at pixels (33,25) and (33,41) can easily
be compared to the known values of30and -30, respectively.
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The tenth data set is a linear combination ofdata set #9 and a second sinusoid defined by
two additional discrete delta functions in the frequency domain defined as follows:
Use the spectrum F created for data set #9, a 64-by-64 matrix of zeros with the
specified nonzero values at F(33,25) and F(33,41),
Set two additional samples of the spectrum to known values,
F(25,41) = -(l + /V3)andF(41,25) = -(l-/V3)
-
_ *
Compute the inverse FFT to obtain the data set in the spatial domain as before.
As with data set #9, the estimated phase spectrum at pixels (25,41) and (41,25) can be
easily compared to the known values of60and -60, respectively. In addition, the
estimated phase spectrum for this data set, in conjunction with the magnitude spectrum,
was inverse transformed and the results compared to the original data set as discussed in
Section 5.3.
Data Set #11: "Single Sinusoid"
This data set contains a single two-dimensional cosine wave with a period of eight
samples (#la in data set #1). Although the spectrum estimation algorithms were applied
to this data set, the primary purpose for its inclusion is to assess the interpolation and
reconstruction effects in the two-dimensional spectrum estimate as described in Section
4.4.2. This particular function was chosen both for its recognizable form and its ease of
computation.
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4.2 Two-dimensional spectrum estimation
The initial stage ofdata processing was the estimation of a power spectra for the chosen
data sets using a direct two-dimensional approach. The algorithms applied to the data
sets included the two-dimensional periodogram, Blackman-Tukey, and autoregressive
parameter estimation routines. The resulting spectrum estimates were saved for later
comparison to those of the Radon transform approach.
The two-dimensional periodogram algorithm was applied using the MATLAB functions
'fft2', 'fftshift', and 'abs', to compute the fast-Fourier transform, place the origin at the
center of the matrix, and compute the squared-magnitude, respectively.
Similarly, the two-dimensional Blackman-Tukey spectrum estimate was computed using
MATLAB routines. The initial processing was done using the
'xcorr2' function to
compute the autocorrelation estimates for the input datamatrix. A rectangular window
was applied to select the center elements of the autocorrelation matrix using the M-file
Trect2'
provided in Appendix A. Finally, the 'fft2' and 'fftshift' functions described above
were applied to the windowed autocorrelation matrix.
The final algorithm used for direct two-dimensional spectrum estimation was a two-
dimensional autoregressive (AR) spectrum estimation routine. The
'ar2jlw' M-file in
Appendix A was intended to produce the first and second quadrant autoregressive
parameter estimates of an input two-dimensional data set using a modified Levinson-
Durbin algorithm to solve the two-dimensional Yule-Walker equations as described by
Marple [1987] and Therrien [1981]. Unfortunately, this routine has not produced a
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successful demonstration of two-dimensional AR parameter estimation, suggesting an
unidentified error either in the M-file algorithm, the equations outlined by Marple, or in
the underlying theory. Consequently, a two-dimensional power spectrum based on
autoregressive parameter estimates was not available for comparison with the spectrum
produced by the Radon transform approach.
However, when the autoregressive parameters are known in advance, as with data
generated from the 'ardata2' function, the two-dimensional power spectrum can be
computed from the routine 'arspec2' provided in Appendix A. This routine provides the
first- and second-quadrant power spectra as well as a combined spectrum as defined by
equations 3-27, 3-28, and 3-29 discussed previously in section 3.3.2.
4.3 The Radon Transform Approach
Two-dimensional spectrum estimation using the Radon transform followed by one-
dimensional processing along each projection was completed for each data set using one
or more of the MATLAB routines 'perspectrum', 'btspectrum', and 'arspectrum' provided
in Appendix A. As suggested by the nomenclature, these three routines estimate the
power spectrum using the Radon transform in conjunction with the one-dimensional
periodogram, Blackman-Tukey, and autoregressive routines, respectively.
Input variables to each of these spectrum estimation routines include the input data set
and the angular separation in degrees between the Radon transform projections. The
'arspectrum'
routine requires two additional input parameters to specify the number ofAR
parameters computed for each Radon transform projection and the number of discrete
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frequency points included in the power spectrum computation. Each routine contains the
same three general processing steps:
compute the Radon transform,
estimate the 1-D spectrum for each Radon transform projection, and
reconstruct the 2-D spectrum estimate.
Since the Radon transform computation requires rotation of the input data set and the
number of data points for all projections is a constant, the comer portions would be
eliminated from the computation formany of the angular projections. The input data set
is modulated by a circular window as defined by the 'circle' function provided in
Appendix A. Application of the circular window provides a more consistent use of the
data for all of the Radon transform projections.
The Radon transform of the input data set is computed at the user-specified angular
projections using the
'radon2'
routine included in Appendix A. The computation for each
angular projection (and the orthogonal projection) is completed by rotating the input data
set to the appropriate angle and summing over the rows and columns of the matrix. The
'radon'
routine included in the MATLAB packages was not used for this study because it
introduced artifacts associated with the FFT and the inverse-FFT routines.
The one-dimensional spectrum estimation algorithm indicated by the M-file
nomenclature is then applied to each Radon transform projection. For the periodogram
and the Blackman-Tukey routines, this is a straightforward application of a one-
dimensional FFT to each projection or to the autocorrelation estimates of each projection,
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respectively. In either case, the resulting spectrum estimates contain the same number of
data points as the computed Radon transform projections. Alternatively, the
autoregressive parameters estimated from the Levinson-Durbin solution to the Yule-
Walker equations (Section 3.2.2) may be used to compute an estimated power spectrum
at any number of data points. The user is required to specify the fixed number of
autoregressive parameters which will terminate the Levinson-Durbin recursion for each
of the angular projections.
Finally, the two-dimensional spectrum estimate is obtained by filtering each projection to
compensate for oversampling near the center of the data set, rotating each projection to
the appropriate angle, and summing the results into a single matrix.
The oversampling compensation is applied automatically as an element-by-element
multiplication of the one-dimensional power spectrum estimates and a rho-filter defined
as a simple inverted triangle whose width is the number ofdata points and minimum
value is the reciprocal of the number of angular projections. If desired, the user is
allowed to override the rho-filter application by specifying any value for the optional
input parameter 'rf as described in the m-files contained in the Appendix. The example
rho-filter shown in Figure 4-7 was computed for 64 data points and 1 80 angular
projections.
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Figure 4-7: Example rho-filter for oversampling compensation.
Assuming 64 data points and 180 angular projections, the minimum
value at pixel 33 is 0.0056.
The data rotations in both the 'radon2' routine and in the reconstruction of the power
spectrum were obtained from the 'rotate2' routine included in Appendix A. This routine
is similar to the 'rotate' function included inMATLAB with two modifications. First,
'rotate2' incorporates only the
'bilinear'
and
'crop'
options from 'rotate', thus always using
a bilinear interpolation and producing an output data set of the same size as the input.
Second, when processing an even-sized data set (e.g. 64-by-64), the 'rotate2' routine
places the center of rotation at an off-center pixel (e.g. pixel(33,33)) whereas the
'rotate'
routine places the center of rotation at the junction of the four center pixels. The
selection of a pixel for the rotation point results in a single-pixel representation for the
origin of the power spectrum.
Specification of an optional second output parameter for any of the 'arspectrum',
'btspectrum', and
'perspectrum'
routines allows the user access to the spectrum estimates
for each of the angular projections without the effects of the two-dimensional spectrum
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reconstruction. In addition, the optional rho-filtering described previously is not applied
to this output data. Each row of the output matrix contains the estimated power spectrum
for a single angular projection, as described in the
'help'
portion of the
'radon2'
m-file.
4.4 Assessment of Spectrum Estimation Performance
Three areas were examined to assess the performance of the Radon transform approach to
two-dimensional spectrum estimation. Ofprimary interest in meeting the objectives of
the study is the comparison of spectrum estimation approaches described in Section 4.4.1.
An examination of the estimated phase spectrum and subsequent image reconstruction
selected data sets is outlined in Section 4.4.2. Finally, the exercise outlined in Section
4.4.3 was designed to isolate the effects of the interpolation necessary for the Radon
transform computation and the two-dimensional spectrum reconstruction from the
performance of the Radon transform approach.
4.4.1 Comparison of Spectrum Estimation Approaches
The power spectrum estimates obtained via the Radon transform approach were subjected
to one or two comparisons in order to meet the two objectives of this project. First, the
estimate was compared to the known power spectrum, if available, for each data set. This
comparison demonstrates the feasibility of the Radon transform approach to power
spectrum estimation. The estimates were examined for the basic form of the power
spectrum, including visibility and resolution of spectral peaks.
A qualitative performance assessment of the Radon transform approach was
accomplished by comparing each power spectrum estimate to its corresponding estimate
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derived from a two-dimensional estimation algorithm, if available. For example, the
estimate obtained from a Radon transform and a one-dimensional periodogram was
compared to the estimate obtained from the two-dimensional periodogram. No effort was
made to quantitatively select the
"best"
approach. However, observations were made
regarding the visibility and resolution of spectral peaks, as well as performance
limitations, for eachmethod. The effects of increasing or decreasing the number of
Radon transform projections to estimate the power spectrum were also observed.
4.4.2 Phase Estimation and Image Reconstruction
This portion of the study was a simple exercise designed to investigate the ability of the
autoregressive parameter estimation algorithm to accurately estimate the phase spectrum.
In addition, the image reconstructed from the estimated magnitude and phase spectra was
compared to the original data set. The input data set described in Section 4.1 (data set
#9), contains datawhose phase spectrum has known values of
30
and at two pixels
along the horizontal axis. The data processing applied to this data set was the
'arspectrum'
routine for the Radon transform and autoregressive parameter estimation.
Since the accuracy of the phase estimate depends on both the number ofAR parameters
estimated and the number ofRadon transform projections computed, the exercise was
divided into two portions. Initially, only two Radon transform projections were
computed, for the horizontal and vertical axes, and the number ofAR parameters was
varied in the range [1,20]. The second series of estimations were completed with the
number of autoregressive parameters fixed at fifteen, while the increment between Radon
transform projection varied from one to fifteen degrees. For each application of the
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'arspectrum'
routine the phase at pixels (33,25) and (33,41) was computed using the
MATLAB 'angle' function.
The primary benefit from obtaining estimates for both the magnitude and phase spectra is
the subsequent ability to recreate the original data set via an inverse 2D FFT. Recreated
data sets were computed from the Radon/AR estimated magnitude and phase spectra for
four data sets: #3 "AR Process", #7 "Child 1", #8 "Child 2", and #10 "Phase Test". For
both of the images "Child 1" and "Child 2", the recreated data set showed no resemblance
to the original image and are therefore not included within. The remaining data sets
recreated from the estimated magnitude and phase spectra are presented in Section 5.3
4.4.3 Investigation of Interpolation Effects
A bilinear interpolation is applied to the datawhen converting between polar and
Cartesian coordinates both in computation of the Radon transform and in the
reconstruction of the two-dimensional spectrum. In an effort to examine the interpolation
effects in the spectrum estimation, two approaches have been used. The first includes
both interpolation stages through examination of the Radon transform and its inverse
transform for the two-dimensional cosine wave described as data set #1 1 . The second
approach examines only the interpolation required for the spectrum reconstruction by
using a simulated Radon transform for data set #1 1 and applying the inverse Radon
transform.
The Radon transform projections ofdata set #1 1 were computed at one-degree increments
with the
'radon2'
routine used throughout this study. The 'iradon2' routine contained in
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Appendix A was then applied to the Radon transform to compute the FFT of each Radon
transform projection, reconstruct the two-dimensional Fourier transform, filter the data to
compensate for oversampling near the center, and compute the inverse-FFT. Comparison
of this inverse transform to the original data set illustrates the effects of interpolation on
the original data set in computing the Radon transform and reconstructing the spectrum.
To isolate the interpolation effects of the spectrum reconstruction, the simulated Radon
transform for data set #1 1 was created using the m-file
'radontest' included in Appendix
A. The simulated Radon transform differs from the 'radon2' Radon transform only in the
method of computing the
"rotated" data set for each projection. As previously stated, the
'radon2'
routine employs both a circular window and a bilinear interpolation.
Alternatively, each "rotated" data set in 'radontest' is a direct computation of a cosine
function using the
'planewv'
routine with the azimuthal angle appropriate for the Radon
transform projection (no interpolation, no circular window). This off-axis cosine function
is then summed over its rows or columns to compute two orthogonal projections of the
Radon transform. The interpolation effects of computing the Radon transform can be
seen by comparing the output from
'radontest'
and from 'radon2' for data set #1 1 .
Additionally, the effects of the reconstruction interpolation can be seen by comparing the
inverse Radon transform of this simulated Radon transform to the original data set.
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5.0 Results
The study results are presented in subsections to address four issues:
1. feasibility of the Radon transform approach,
2. qualitative performance assessment,
3. phase estimation & image reconstruction, and
4. interpolation effects.
The feasibility of the Radon transform approach was demonstrated through application of
the Radon transform to the data sets listed in Table 5-1 and estimating the power
spectrum using each of the listed one-dimensional spectrum estimation methods . The
resulting power spectrum estimates are presented in Section 5. 1 along with the power
spectrum computed from a two-dimensional FFT for each data set.
Data Set Spectrum Estimation Algorithm
"Sines"
"Rectangle"
"AR Process"
Radon / periodogram
Radon / Blackman-Tukey
Radon / AR Parameter Estimation
Table 5-1: Data sets and spectrum estimation algorithms used to
demonstrate the feasibility of the Radon transform approach to two-
dimensional spectrum estimation. All of the data sets were processed using
each of the listed algorithms.
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The qualitative performance assessment examines the impact on performance resulting
from variation of the algorithm input parameters listed in Table 5-2. Although the
primary focus is on processing the
"Sines"
and
"Rectangle" data sets, two additional data
types, "Sines + AR
Process"
and "Images", are included. Presentation of the power
spectrum estimates includes both the reconstructed two-dimensional spectrum as well as
selected radial lines of the power spectrum estimated from a single Radon transform
projection.
Spectrum Estimation Algorithm Variable Algorithm Parameters
Radon / periodogram
Angular increment between Radon
transform parameters
Radon / Blackman-Tukey
Angular increment between Radon
transform parameters
Number of autocorrelation values
Radon / AR
Angular increment between Radon
transform parameters
Number of autoregressive parameters
estimated for each projection
Number of data points in computed
spectrum
Table 5-2: Variable input parameters for each of the three Radon transform
approaches to two-dimensional spectrum estimation.
A brief examination of phase estimation and image reconstruction using the two data sets
with pre-defined phase spectra (#9 and #10) and the data generated from an
autoregressive process (#3) is provided in Section 5.3. Initially, the phase spectrum
estimated from data set #9 using the Radon transform approach with one-dimensional
autoregressive parameter estimation is examined at two points and the estimated values
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compared to the known values of30 . Subsequently, an inverse 2D FFT was applied to
the magnitude and phase spectra estimated using the Radon/AR approach for data sets 3
and 10 in an effort to reconstruct the original data from its estimated spectrum.
Finally, the interpolation effects associatedwith the Radon transform computation and
the reconstruction of the two-dimensional spectrum estimate are presented in Section 5.4
for data set #1 1 containing a single sinusoidal function. The data processing, described in
Section 4.4.2, allows comparison of the original data set to the data subjected to the
Radon and inverse-Radon transforms. In addition, selection of a well-defined and easily
computed function for the input data set allows simulation of the Radon transform
computation, bypassing the required bilinear interpolation. Data observations are made at
two stages in the data processing: reconstructed two-dimensional Fourier transforms, and
output from inverse Radon transform.
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5.1 Feasibility of the Radon Transform Approach
The Radon transform approach to two-dimensional spectrum estimation was
demonstrated in conjunction with three well-known spectrum estimation algorithms in
one-dimension. More specifically, the Radon transform of the data set was computed at
one degree intervals from 0 to 179 and either the periodogram (1-D FFT), the
Blackman-Tukey method or autoregressive parameter estimation was applied to each of
the Radon transform projections. The spectrum estimate for each projection then was
filtered as described in Section 4.3 to compensate for over-sampling near the center of the
matrix, rotated to the appropriate angle, and summed to reconstruct the two-dimensional
spectrum. The resulting power spectrum estimates along with the estimate computed
directly from a 2D FFT for the "Sines", "Rectangle", and "AR
Process" data sets are
shown in Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3, respectively. In each case, at least one of the Radon
transform approaches produces a power spectrum estimate with the recognizable form of
the known power spectrum. It is noted that the 2D FFT's for the "Sines'' and "Rectangle"
data sets are representative of the true power spectra while the known power spectrum for
"AR Process" was shown previously in Figure 4-3.
Although the power spectrum estimates for the "Sines" data set, Figure 5-1, clearly display
visible peaks in all the expected locations, the loss of resolution for the off-axis peaks is
suggestive of interpolation errors from the spectrum reconstruction. In addition, the
background noise levels in the Radon transform power spectrum estimates may also be
affecting the resolution performance. Consequently, the performance impact of reducing
the number of Radon transform projections for both the Radon/periodogram and the
Radon/AR approaches as well as varying die number of estimated autoregressive
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parameters is examined in the qualitative performance assessment of Section 5.2. High-
resolution power specdum estimates computed from the autoregressive parameters
estimates are also included in Section 5.2.
The power spectrum estimates for the "Rectangle" function illustrate one of the inherent
disadvantages of the Radon transform approach: estimates are not computed for the
corners of the power spectrum. The loss of corner data is a direct result of the data
rotations required for both the Radon transform computation and the spectrum
reconstruction. However, the portion of the power spectrum which has been estimated
shows a clear resemblance to the known power spectrum for both the Radon/periodogram
and the Radon/AR approaches. The unusual "X" pattern in the central portion of the
Radon/AR estimate can be eliminated through a normalization procedure described in
Section 5.2.
The power spectrum estimates for the "AR Process" data set, Figure 5-3, are compared to
Figure 4-3, the power spectrum computed from the known autoregressive parameters.
The power spectrum shown in Figure 5-3(d), generated from the Radon/AR analysis
estimating two AR parameters along each projection, shows the greatest similarity to the
known power spectrum of Figure 4-3. Although the general form of the power spectrum
is clearly visible, the Radon/AR spectrum estimate is a noisy representation of the known
power spectrum.
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Figure 5-1: Spectrum estimates for "Sines" data set; (a) 2D FFT, (b) Radon
transform and periodogram, (c) Radon transform and Blackman-Tukey, and (d)
Radon transform and autoregressive parameter estimation, p=10. For (b) - (d),
180 Radon transform projections at
1
angular incrementswere computed.
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Figure 5-2: Spectrum estimates for "Rectangle" data set; (a) 2D FFT, (b) Radon
transform and periodogram, (c) Radon transform and Blackman-Tukey, and (d)
Radon transform and autoregressive parameter estimation, p=20. For (b) - (d),
180 Radon transform projections at 1 angular increments were computed.
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Figure 5-3: Spectrum estimates for
"AR Process" data set; (a) 2D FFT, (b)
Radon transform / periodogram, (c) Radon transform / Blackman-Tukey, and
(d) Radon transform / autoregressive parameter estimation, p=2. For (b) - (d),
180 Radon transform projections at
1
angular increments were computed.
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5.2 Qualitative Performance Assessment
With the feasibility of the Radon transform approach to two-dimensional spectrum
estimation clearly established in Section 5.1, the investigation is now expanded to include
additional data types and to vary the input parameters affecting performance. The primary
focus of this portion of the study is to improve the spectrum estimates obtained from the
Radon/periodogram and the Radon/AR algorithms for both the "Sines", Section 5.2.1, and
"Rectangle", Section 5.2.2, data sets. In addition, the first examples of high-resolution
power spectrum estimates are obtained from the Radon/AR approach for both of these
data sets. The data processing applied to the
"Rectangle" function also includes a
normalization procedure which eliminates the unexpected
"X"
pattern observed previously
in Figure 5-2. Finally, the spectrum estimates obtained from the Radon/AR approach
applied to the "Sines + AR" and "Images" data sets are presented in Sections 5.2.3 and
5.2.4, respectively.
5.2.1 Data Set #1, "Sines"
Power spectrum estimates for the "Sines" data set (described previously in Section 4.1 as
a linear combination of twelve sinusoids) are presented in three sections, divided
according to the three spectrum estimation algorithms used in conjunction with the Radon
transform: periodogram, Blackman-Tukey, and autoregressive parameter estimation. The
power spectrum estimates generated for this data set were examined for the visibility and
resolution of the twelve delta-function pairs shown previously in the two-dimensional FFT
of Figure 5- 1(a).
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Of interest when processing this data set is the impact of reducing the number of Radon
transform projections included in the spectrum estimate. Since the non-zero portions of
the known power spectrum are contained along four radial lines at
45 increments,
reducing the number of projection angles to four reduces the background noise levels and
allows examination of the resolution performance along these projections independent of
the neighboring projections. Spectrum estimates computed from four Radon transform
projection angles are included in Sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.3.
5.2.1.1 Radon Transform with the Periodogram
The first data processing applied to the
"sines" data set was the Radon transform with a
periodogram analysis using a
1
angular increment between Radon transform projections.
The resulting power spectrum estimate, shown previously in Figure 5-l(b), is a noisy
representation containing visible peaks in the expected locations. Along the horizontal
and vertical axes, the resolution performance is similar to that of the classical 2-D FFT.
However, the performance for the off-axis sinusoids is suggestive of interpolation error.
The computation was repeated using only the four Radon transform projections at
45
increments in an effort to isolate these projections from the interpolation effects of their
neighboring projections. The resulting power spectrum estimate, shown in Figure 5-4
along with the previous estimate from
1 increments, illustrates a dramatic reduction in
noise. For this data set, spectrum estimation performance along the horizontal and vertical
axes is now comparable to that of the direct two-dimensional FFT. Although the off-axis
data is no longer degraded by neighboring projections, it has been subjected to rotational
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Figure 5-4: Power spectrum estimates for the "Sines" data set reconstructed
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interpolation in the 2-D spectrum reconstruction. In an effort to isolate this effect, the
spectrum estimates for the 45 and 135 projection angles were extracted from the
Radon/periodogram algorithm prior to spectrum reconstruction. For both of the
projections shown in Figure 5-5, the resolution performance is now comparable to the
performance along the vertical and horizontal axes.
Generally, the noise reduction gained by limiting the number ofprojections in this
manner must be weighed against the loss of computed spectrum estimates between
projections. However, in this specific case all of the non-zero spectrum values are known
to lie on the four computed projections; rendering the computation of additional
projections unnecessary.
5.2.1.2 Radon Transformwith Blackman-Tukey
The next step in processing the
"Sines" data set was the combination of the Radon
transform and the one-dimensional Blackman-Tukey spectrum estimationmethod.
Specifically, the autocorrelation function and its FFT were computed for each of the
Radon transform projections. The resulting power spectrum estimate using a one-degree
increment between angular projections, shown previously in Figure 5-1(c), does contain
spectral peaks in the expected locations. However, the background noise level of the
Radon/Blackman-Tukey estimate is noticeably diminished from that of the
Radon/periodogram estimate. In addition, the off-axis peaks remain obscured by
interpolation errors.
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The power spectrum estimate computed directly from the two-dimensional Blackman-
Tukey method using a 64-by-64 mauix of autocorrelation values is shown in Figure 5-6
along with the previous Radon/Blackman-Tukey estimate. Although the background
noise in the estimates produced by the 2D Blackman-Tukey and the Radon/Blackman-
Tukey algorithms are comparable, the resolution performance for the off-axis peaks is far
superior with the direct two-dimensional method.
5.2.1.3 Radon Transform with Autoregressive Parameter Estimation
The Radon transform with AR parameter estimation algorithm has three input variables
which allow the user to specify
the angular separation between Radon transform projections,
the number ofAR parameters computed for each Radon transform projection, and
the number of points at which the power spectrum is computed for each
projection.
The initial processing for the
"sines" data set concentrated on selecting an appropriate
number ofAR parameters; thus the angular separation between projections was fixed at
one degree and the output matrix size was 64-by-64. The three power spectrum estimates
shown in Figure 5-7 illustrate the differences obtained when 5, 10, or 15 AR parameters
are computed for each projection.
The power spectrum estimate in Figure 5-7(a) (5 AR parameters) contains spectral peaks
in the expected locations, although with decreased resolution (none appear to be double
peaks). Although the resolution performance improves when the number of AR
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Figure 5-6: Power spectrum estimate for the "Sines" data set: (a) Radon /
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Figure 5-7: Power spectrum estimates for the "Sines" data set computed
from the autoregressive parameters estimated for 180 Radon transform
projections at
1 increments. The number of parameters computed for each
projection is constant and fixed at (a) p=5, (b) p=10, and (c) p=15.
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parameters is increased to 10 or 15, Figure 5-7(b) and (c), the effects of interpolation and
spectrum reconstruction continue to obscure the off-axis peaks.
In order to isolate the effects of interpolation and spectrum reconstruction, the
computation was repeated using a
45 increment between projections and estimating 10
AR parameters. The resulting power spectrum is shown in Figure 5-8. As with the
Radon/periodogram analysis, the use of fewer projections decreases the noise along the
computed projections and results in a loss of computed data between projections; an
insignificant loss for a 45 increment applied to the "sines" data set. The delta function
peaks along the horizontal and vertical axes are clearly visible with a resolution
performance equal to the Fourier spectrum estimation methods. However, the off-axis
data remains obscured by reconstruction errors, resulting in a decreased resolution.
The power spectrum estimates for the unrotated
45
and
135
projections are shown in
Figure 5-9. In both cases, the resolution performance is now comparable to the Fourier
methods with the appearance of a single peak along the
45
projection and double peaks
along the
135
projection. The visibility of the double peaks along the unrotated
135
projection ofFigure 5-9 are clearly lost in the interpolation required for reconstruction of
the two-dimensional spectrum ofFigure 5-8.
The remaining Radon/AR analysis for the
"sines" data set was completed using ten AR
parameters for each projectionwhile the number ofprojections and the number of data
points were allowed to vary. As previously stated, the advantage ofAR analysis is the
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Figure 5-9: Power spectrum estimates for two Radon transform
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ability to select the number of data points in the computed spectrum, once the AR
parameter estimates have been obtained. The resulting increase in resolution when the
number of data points is doubled for each projection is clearly seen in comparison between
the power spectra of Figure 5-7(b) (64x64), and Figure 5-10 (128x128 and 256x256).
Although double peaks are clearly visible for the off-axis projections, the expected
increase in resolution is not apparent in the spectrum estimates along the vertical and
horizontal axes.
Finally, the spectrum estimate was computed for 128 data points along each of the four
projections (45-degree increments) shown in Figure 5-11. By isolating the spectrum
estimates from the interpolation effects of neighboring projections, the high-resolution
performance of this technique is more readily visible. The individual plots of the estimated
spectra for these four projections extracted prior to the spectrum reconstruction
interpolation, Figure 5-12, also illustrate the appearance of double peaks not visible at the
lower resolution of the Fourier methods. Recall the true form of the power spectrum
includes a pair of delta functions for each of the twelve cosine waves, some of which
result in double peaks not resolvable within the Fourier resolution limits as shown
previously in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 5-11 High-resolution power spectrum estimate for the "Sines"
data set computed for 128 data points along four Radon transform
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45 increments. Ten AR parameters were estimated for
each projection.
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Figure 5-12: Power spectrum estimates computed from ten AR parameters
at 128 data points for the Radon transform projections at (a) = 0,
(b) . = 45, (c) . = 90, and (d) . = 135.
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5.2.2 "Rectangle Function"
As previously described, the rectangle function was chosen for the recognizable form of
its power spectrum as shown in Figure 4-2. In processing this data set, the resulting
power spectrum estimates were examined for the discernible presence ofboth the vertical
and horizontal bands. In addition, a normalization procedure was applied to the
Radon/AR estimates to reduce the appearance of the unexpected "X" pattern observed
previously in Figure 5-2(d). Recall the dimensions of the non-zero portion of the
rectangle function are 16 samples along the horizontal axis and 4 samples along the
vertical axis.
The initial objective for the Radon/AR processing was to select an appropriate number of
AR parameters for each angular projection. Thus the angular separation between Radon
transform projections was fixed at one degree, and the spectrum estimate was computed
at 64 data points for each projection. The resulting power spectrum estimates using 5, 10,
15, and 20 AR parameters are shown in Figure 5-13. Clearly, the use of 5 or 10
autoregressive parameters for each Radon transform projection is inadequate as many of
the peaks visible in the 2-D FFT ofFigure 4-2 are not apparent in the spectrum estimates
ofFigure 5-13 (a) and (b). By further increasing the number ofAR parameters, additional
features become apparent in the spectrum estimates shown in Figure 5-13 (c) and (d).
Aside from the unexpected "X" pattern visible in all four of these spectrum estimates, the
Radon/AR approach has produced a recognizable power spectrum estimate for this
rectangle function.
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Figure 5-13: Power spectrum estimates for the rectangle function generated
from the Radon transform and autoregressive parameter estimation with AR
model order (a) p=5, (b) p=10, (c) p=15, and (d) p=20.
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In an effort to explain the appearance of the unexpected "X" pattern produced from the
Radon/AR approach, the optional
'arspectrum'
output of the computed power spectra for
each projection prior to reconstruction of the two-dimensional spectrum was invoked for
both the Radon/periodogram and the Radon/AR routines. These power spectrum
projections are presented as rows of the images ofFigure 5-14 with the 0 projection
contained in the top row, and the
90
projection in the middle, row 91 . In the case of the
Radon/periodogram analysis, Figure 5-14(a), the peak value for each projection (each
row) occurs at the center pixel, remaining constant across projections. However, the
centrally-located peak values for the Radon/AR projections, Figure 5-14(b), vary
considerably, with the maximum values occurring near the
45
and
135
projections.
Since the power spectrum of the rectangle function is known to have its peak value at the
origin, the power spectrum projections can be normalized to a single maximum value
prior to reconstruction of the two-dimensional spectrum. The normalized projections for
the Radon/AR analysis and their reconstructed power spectrum are shown in Figure 5-15.
The normalization of the power spectrum projections has clearly eliminated the
appearance of the previous
"X"
pattern. Unfortunately, this procedure can only be
applied when the peak value of the power spectrum is known to fall on all of the angular
projections computed.
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The analysis of the rectangle function data set was completed with the computation of a
128-point power spectrum from the AR parameters for each Radon transform projection.
The reconstructed spectrum, shown in Figure 5-16, is similar to the 64-by-64 spectrum
shown previously in Figure 5-13(d). Once again, the
"X"
pattern clearly visible at the
center of the spectrum can be eliminated by normalizing the projections prior to the
spectrum reconstruction, Figure 5-1 6(b).
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Figure 5-16: High-resolution (128x128) power spectrum estimates for the
"rectangle" data set computed from Radon/AR algorithm with 20 AR
parameters for each of 180 Radon transform projections: (a) initial estimate,
(b) normalized estimate.
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5.2.3 Data Sets #4 - #6, "Sines + AR Process"
With the feasibility of the Radon transform approach to power spectrum estimation
demonstrated for the initial three data sets, additional data sets are now added to the
investigation. As described in Section 4.1, these data sets contain a linear combination of
sinusoidal data with data generated from a quarter-plane causal autoregressive process.
The power spectrum of each of the three "Sines + AR Process" data sets was estimated
using two of the available algorithms:
Two-dimensional FFT,
Radon transform with autoregressive parameter estimation.
Since the only difference between these three data sets is the magnitude of the three
sinusoids (0.25, 0.5, or 1.0), each of the power spectrum estimates is expected to illustrate
both the form of the AR process power spectrum and delta function peaks associated with
the sinusoidal data, as shown previously in Figure 4-4. The 2-D FFTs of these three data
sets are shown in Figure 5-17. As expected, the magnitude of the delta function peaks
varies with the magnitude of the input sinusoids. In addition, the AR process power
spectrum is not well estimated using the 2-D FFT.
The Radon transform and autoregressive parameter estimation routines were applied to
each of the three data sets at one-degree increments with ten AR parameters estimated for
each projection. The resulting power spectrum estimates, Figure 5-18, clearly contain the
delta functions associated with the sinusoids. However, only the data set with the lowest
sinusoidal magnitudes (0.25) yields a power spectrum estimate, shown in Figure 5- 18(a),
suggestive of the underlying autoregressive process.
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Figure 5-17: 2D FFT power spectrum estimates for data sets #4 - #6;
magnitude of sinusoids in original data set: (a) 0.25, (b) 0.5, and (c) 1.0.
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Figure 5-18: Radon transform and AR, p=10, power spectrum estimates for
data sets #4 - #6; magnitude of sinusoids in original data set: (a) 0.25, (b) 0.5,
and (c) 1.0.
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5.2.4 Data Sets #7 and #8, "Child 1" and "Child 2"
The Radon transform and autoregressive parameter estimation algorithm has been applied
to each of the images "Child 1 " and "Child 2" shown previously in Figure 4-5. Since the
true power spectra of the continuous signals producing these images were not known in
advance, the initial power spectrum estimates were obtained using a two-dimensional
FFT for each image. The resulting power spectrum estimates, shown previously in Figure
4-6, are then considered to be the "true" power spectra for comparison with any further
spectrum estimates. For both images, the resulting spectrum estimate is characterized by
sharp spectral peaks near the center of the spectrum. It should be noted that the DC
component of the spectrum was removed by subtracting the mean gray value from each
pixel prior to application of any other data processing.
The Radon transform approach was applied to both images in conjunction with one-
dimensional autoregressive parameter estimation. In both cases, 180 Radon transform
projections were computed at one-degree increments with ten autoregressive parameters
estimated for each projection. The resulting power spectrum estimates for the images
"Child 1" and "Child
2"
are shown in Figure 5-19. As with the estimates obtained from
the 2-D FFT, both of these estimates are characterized by centralized spectral peaks.
However, the remaining portions of the spectrum have taken on the noticeably different
appearance of nearly uniform circular regions.
Since the true power spectra of these images were not known in advance, evaluation
methods for the accuracy of the spectrum estimates are limited. However, an inverse
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Figure 5-19: Power spectrum estimates for (a) "Child 1" and (b) "Child 2"
computed from the Radon transform and ten autoregressive parameters for
each projection.
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two-dimensional FFT was applied to the complex values yielding the spectrum estimates
from the Radon transform/AR parameter estimation algorithm. Unfortunately, the
resulting
"images"
showed no resemblance to the input images and are therefore not
presented within. The normalization of the angular projections prior to spectrum
reconstruction as described in Section 5.2 did not improve the results.
5.3 Phase Estimation and Image Reconstruction
As previously described in Section 4.4.2, this exercise was designed to investigate the
ability of the Radon transform and autoregressive parameter estimation routine to
accurately estimate the phase spectrum and the use of this spectrum in reconstructing the
original data set.
Although the phase was known at both nonzero values of the spectrum, the results
presented within are limited to the estimated phase at pixel (33,25). Results for phase
estimation at pixel (33,41) are comparable. The input data set described in Section 4.1
(data set #9), contains data whose phase spectrum has known values of
30
and at
two pixels along the horizontal axis. The data processing applied to this data set was the
'arspectrum'
routine for the Radon transform and autoregressive parameter estimation.
Since the accuracy of the phase estimation depends on both the number ofAR parameters
estimated and the number of Radon transform projections computed, the exercise was
divided into two portions.
Initially, the Radon transform projections were computed only for the horizontal and
vertical axes, allowing the number ofAR parameters to vary from one to twenty. The
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computed phase values at pixel (33,25) are graphed in Figure 5-20 against the number of
AR parameters computed. The data appears to be oscillating about the known value of
30, with the closest estimate occurring when 15 AR parameters were computed.
The second series of estimations were completed with the number of autoregressive
parameters fixed at fifteen, while the increment between Radon transform projections
varied from one to fifteen degrees. The resulting phase estimates at pixel (33,25) are
graphed in Figure 5-21. These data clearly show the impact ofneighboring projections
on the accuracy of the resulting spectrum estimates.
The advantage ofpredicting a phase estimate along with the power spectrum is its use in
recreating the original data set. An inverse 2D FFT has been applied to the magnitude
and phase spectra estimated using the Radon / AR algorithm for three of the input data
types: sinusoidal data generated from a known spectrum (data set #10), data generated
from a 2D causal autoregressive process (data set #3), and two 8-bit images (data set #7
and #8). As stated in Section 5.2.4, the recreated data sets for the two images showed no
resemblance to the original data and are therefore not presented within.
In processing data set #10, the Radon transform and autoregressive parameter estimation
algorithm was applied; computing fifteen AR parameters for each Radon transform
projectionwith a
1
angular increment between projections. The resulting estimated
Fourier transform is shown in Figure 5-22. Recall the expected form for both the real and
imaginary parts of the Fourier transform is four delta functions at pixels (33,25) (33,41),
(41,25) and (25,41) as described in Section 4.1 . The subsequent application of an inverse
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Figure 5-21: Estimated phase at pixel (33,25) of data set #9 versus the
angular increment between Radon transform projections; the number ofAR
parameters computed for each projection is fixed at fifteen.
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2D FFT yields the recreated data set shown in Figure 5-23. Although the general form of
the original data set (also provided in Figure 5-23) is visible in the real part of the
recreated data set, considerable degradation is apparent throughout.
Finally, an inverse 2D FFT was applied to the magnitude and phase spectra estimated for
the "AR Process" data set generated from the white-noise driven autoregressive process
described in Section 4. 1 . Although the magnitude spectrum obtained from the Radon
transform and ID autoregressive parameter estimation, Figure 5-3(d), shows a
resemblance to the known power spectrum, the reconstructed data obtained from the
inverse 2D FFT shows no resemblance to the original data, Figure 5-24.
Although the image reconstruction results are disappointing, the visibility of the general
form of the original data set shown in Figure 5-23 suggests a potential for successful
image reconstruction. Further investigation including variation of the angular increment
between Radon transform projections and the number ofAR parameters estimated for
each projection is recommended for a variety ofdata types.
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5.4 Interpolation Effects
The data processing results from the
"Sines" data set presented in Section 5.2.1 indicate
the presence of interpolation errors in the spectrum estimates. Consequently, the
investigation of interpolation effects described previously in Section 4.4.3 has been
applied to data set #1 1 containing a single two-dimensional cosine wave as described in
Section 4.1.
The first step in investigating interpolation effects was to simply apply the Radon
transform and its inverse to a simple data set, comparing the results to the original data
set. In this case, a bilinear interpolation is applied to the data both in computation of the
Radon transform and in the reconstruction of the Fourier transform within the inverse
Radon transform algorithm. In addition, the use of a simple easily-computed data set
allows simulation of the Radon transform computation by implementing the functional
form governing the data to create a rotated data set; thus eliminating the rotational
interpolation.
The impact of the data interpolation is clearly visible when comparing the original
sinusoidal data set to the data output from the inverse Radon transform as shown in
Figure 5-25. The real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform reconstructed from
the FFT's of the Radon transform projections are also provided in Figure 5-26. Recall the
expected Fourier transform is a single pair ofdelta functions along the horizontal axis for
the real part, and zero for the imaginary part.
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reconstructed from ID FFT's ofRadon transform projections; (a) Real part,
(b) Imaginary part.
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To further isolate the interpolation effects, the 'radontest' m-file in the Appendix was used
to create a simulated Radon transform from computed sinusoidal data; thus eliminating
the bilinear interpolation required for the Radon transform computation. In addition, the
direct creation of a rotated sinusoid using the
'planewv'
routine preserves the comer data
usually lost in rotating a square matrix. The real and imaginary parts of the Fourier
transform reconstructed from the 1-D FFT's of these simulated Radon transform
projections are shown in Figure 5-27. The data set output from application of the inverse
Radon transform, Figure 5-28, shows some improvement over the data presented
previously in Figure 5-25(b) although degradation from the original data set is still clearly
visible.
Obviously, the application of the Radon transform approach to spectrum estimation in a
more general case will not allow the luxury of a simulated Radon transform from
computed data. When the functional form of the data is unknown, the matrix must be
rotated to compute each Radon transform projection. The errors associated with the
bilinear interpolation in both the Radon transform computation and the spectrum
reconstruction will therefore be present in all applications of this approach to spectrum
estimation. Depending on the form of the original data set as well as the true power
spectrum, these interpolation effects may become limiting factors in the performance of
the Radon transform approach to spectrum estimation.
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Figure 5-27: Two-dimensional Fourier transform of single sinusoid
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6.0 Conclusions & Recommendations
The feasibility of the Radon transform approach to two-dimensional spectrum estimation
has clearly been demonstrated throughout the presentation of results in Section 5. In
conjunction with each of the periodogram, the Blackman-Tukeymethod, and the
autoregressive parameter estimation, the Radon transform approach produced reasonable
power spectrum estimates for each of the input data sets, with the exception of the two
images.
Throughout the presentation of results, several qualitative comments as to the
performance of the Radon transform approach in comparison to that of the direct two-
dimensional spectrum estimation approach were made.
First, the Radon transform approach in conjunction with either the periodogram or the
Blackman-Tukey method offers no improvements over their direct two-dimensional
counterparts in estimating the power spectra for the "Sines", the "AR Process", or the
"Rectangle Function" data sets. In fact, the power spectra from the Radon transform
approach exhibited higher noise levels, interpolation errors resulting in the loss of
resolution, and lost data in the
"comers"
of the spectra when compared to the power
spectra from the 2-D FFT and Blackman-Tukey methods. With the additional
consideration of the relative ease in computing the two-dimensional FFT, there is no
logic in selecting either the Radon/periodogram or the Radon/Blackman-Tukey approach
over their direct two-dimensional counterparts.
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In contrast, the benefits of the Radon transform approach in conjunction with
autoregressive parameter estimation are three-fold:
the availability of a higher-resolution spectrum estimate,
the ability to estimate the spectrum of an underlying autoregressive process, and
the relative ease of implementation over its two-dimensional counterpart.
The advantage of computing the power spectrum for any number ofdata points from the
estimated autoregressive parameters is clearly visible in the estimates for the
"Sines" data
set. Although limitations from the bilinear interpolation in both the Radon transform
computation and the spectrum reconstruction tended to obscure the true power spectrum,
the higher resolution capability was demonstrated using both a 128-by-128 spectrum
estimate and a 256-by-256 estimate.
When the data was known to have been generated by an underlying autoregressive
process, as in the "AR
Process"
and the "Sines + AR Process" data sets, the Radon/AR
approach was the only method able to accurately estimate the power spectrum. Even
then, the Radon/AR approach has more difficulty detecting the autoregressive process
when it is in linear combinationwith another function, as in the "Sines + AR Process"
data set.
The third advantage of the Radon/AR approach is its relative ease of implementation over
its two-dimensional counterpart. The Levinson-Durbin solution to the Yule-Walker
equations is a well-documented and widely-accepted method for autoregressive parameter
estimation in one-dimension. As such, it is easily combined with the Radon transform in
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estimating a two-dimensional power spectrum. In contrast, the two-dimensional
autoregressive parameter estimation methods are more complex and consequently more
difficult to implement. The approach used within, a modified Levinson-Durbin algorithm
to solve the two-dimensional Yule-Walker equations, was not successful in producing
accurate two-dimensional spectrum estimates.
In summary, the Radon transform approach to two-dimensional spectrum estimation may
be advantageous when used within a few guidelines.
When the locations of spectral peaks are known (perhaps from computation of the 2D
FFT), the Radon/AR approach can be used to examine specific angular projections at
a higher resolution.
When the peak spectrum value is known to lie on all of the computed projections (e.g.
if the peak is located at the origin), the normalization of the spectrum estimates for
each angular projection to a single maximum value may improve the results.
Depending on the form ofboth the original data set and the true power spectrum,
limitations from the bilinear interpolation in both the Radon transform computation
and the spectrum reconstructionmay obscure the true power spectrum.
The number of angular projections for the Radon transform computation should be
chosen carefully. Too many projections may obscure the true power spectrum and
produce a noisy estimate; too fewmay result in a significant loss ofdata between
projections. The noise reduction gained by limiting the number ofprojections must
be weighed against the loss of computed spectrum estimates between projections.
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Further investigation of the Radon transform approach to spectrum estimation should
include an examination of alternative interpolation routines as well as additional one-
dimensional spectrum estimation algorithms. Spectrum estimation performance was
limited in some cases by the errors introduced from the bilinear interpolation required for
both the Radon transform and the spectrum reconstruction routines. A higher-order
interpolation algorithm applied at one or both of these stages may improve the overall
spectrum estimation performance. In addition, a number of one-dimensional spectrum
estimation routines discussed in the literature [e.g. Marple, 1987 and Kay, 1988]
including the moving average (MA) and autoregressive moving average (ARMA) may be
compatible with the Radon transform approach to two-dimensional spectrum estimation.
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Appendix A MATLAB M-files
A number ofMATLAB routines were created to complete several aspects of the spectrum
estimation analysis. The title and purpose of each of the author-generatedMATLAB M-
files is provided in Table A-l . Complete M-file listings follow.
Title Purpose
ar2jlw Compute 2-D Autoregressive Parameter Estimates
ardata2 Generate Data according to a 2-D causal autoregressive process
arjlw Estimate 1-D Autoregressive Parameters
arspec2 Compute 2-D Spectrum Estimate from 2-D AR parameters
arspectrum Compute 2-D Spectrum Estimate using Radon transform and 1-
D AR estimation
btspectrum Compute 2-D Spectrum Estimate using Radon transform and 1-
D Blackman-Tukeymethod
circle Window an input data set using a uniform circular window
conefilt Create an inverted cone with the min. value centered in the
matrix
iradon2 Compute the inverse Radon transform
perspectrum Compute 2-D Spectrum Estimate using the Radon transform and
the 1-D periodogram
planewv Create a two-dimensional cosine wave
radon2 Compute the Radon transform
radontest Compute a simulated Radon transform of a 2-D sinusoid
reconstruct Reconstruct a two-dimensional image from its angular
projections
rect2 Create a two-dimensional rectangle function
rotate2 Rotate the inputmatrix using a bilinear interpolation
Table A-l: Summary ofAuthor-GeneratedMATLAB Routines
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function [al,a2,rho] =ar2jlw(image,pl,p2)
% [al,a2,rho]=ar2jlw(image,pl,p2)
% This function computes two-dimensional autoregressive parameter estimates for the input 'image' using
% modified Yule-Walker equations (S.L. Marple, Jr., 1987). The autoregressive process is a causal,
% quarter-plane model oforder pl,p2.
% The output matrices al and a2 contain the first and second quadrant parameter estimates, respectively.
% The vector, rho, contains variances.
% ***CAUTION***THIS ROUTINE PROVIDES INCONSISTENT RESULTS. 1995, JLW.
% see also: ardata2, arjlw, arspec2
% created 1995, jlw
% References:
% Therrien, C.W., "Relations between 2-D andMultichannel Linear Prediction," IEEE Trans. Acoust.
Speech Signal Process., vol. ASSP-29, pp.454-456, June 1981.
% Marple, S.L., Jr., Digital Spectral Analysis with Applications. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
1987.
% jlw modifications to Marples equations:
% eq. 16.75, omit hermitian transpose
% eq. 16.82, change index in transposed matrix from \p\-k] to [px+\-k]
[m,n]=size(image);
% Compute 2D autocorrelation
C=xcorr2(image)./m./n;
% Rearrange autocorrelation values for input to modified Levinson-Durbin algorithm
% (Marple, eq. 16.70 & 16.72)
fori=l:pl+l,
Rtemp=C(m+i- 1 ,n:n+p2);
forj=2:p2+l,
Rtemp=[Rtemp;C(m+i-l ,n-j+l :n-j+l+p2)];
end
R=[R Rtemp];
end
% Initialize Levinson-Durbin algorithm (Marple, page 455)
P=R(:,l:p2+l);
% Marple, equations 16.80, 16.81, and 16.83
temp=eye(p2+ 1 ,p2+1 ) ;
delta=R(:,p2+2:2*(p2+l));
A=-l.*delta*inv(P);
P=(temp-A*(A)')*P;
for i=l:pl,
% Marple, equation 16.80
delta=temp*R(:,l+i*(p2+l):(i+l)*(p2+l));
for j=l:i
delta=delta+(A(:,l+0-l)*(p2+l):j*(p2+l))*R(:,l+(i-j)*(p2+l):(i-j+l)*(p2+l)));
end
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% Marple, equation 16.81
Anew=zeros(p2+ 1 ,(i+l )*(p2+ 1 ));
Anew(:,l+i*(p2+l):(i+l)*(p2+l))=-l.*delta*inv(P);
% Marple, equation 16.82
fork=l:i,
Anew(:,l+(k-l)*(p2+l):k*(p2+l))=A(:,l+(k-l)*(p2+l):k*(p2+l))+...
Anew(:,l+i*(p2+l):(i+l)*(p2+l))*(A(:,l+(i-k)*(p2+l):(i-k+l)*(p2+l)))';
end
% Marple, equation 16.83
P=(temp-Anew(:,l+i*(p2+l):(i+l)*(p2+l))*(Anew(:,l+i*(p2+l):(i+l)*(p2+l)))')*P;
A=Anew;
end
% Compute variance vector
rho=zeros(p2+l , 1);
pinv=inv(P);
rho(l)=l./pinv(l,l);
% First quadrant autoregressive parameter estimates (Marple, equations 16.74 & 16.75)
al(:,l) = pinv*rho;
fork=2:pl+l,
al(:,k)=A(:,l+(k-l)*(p2+l):k*(p2+l))*al(:,l);
end
% Second quadrant autoregressive parameter estimates (Marple, equations 16.76 & 16.77)
a2(:,l)=pinv*rho;
fork=2:pl+l,
a2(:,k)=(A(:,l+(k-l)*(P2+l):k*(p2+l)))'*a2(:,l);
end
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function image = ardata2(data,param)
% image=ardata2(data,param)
% This function generates data according to the two-dimensional, causal autoregressive process defined
% by the parameters contained in the matrix 'param'.
%
% The size of the output 'image' is the same as the size of the input matrix 'data' which generally
% contains random numbers.
%
% see also: ar2jlw, arjlw, arspec2
% Created 1995, jlw
% Reference: Marple, S.L., Jr., Digital Spectral Analysis with Applications. Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., 1987.
% Initialize
[m,n]=size(param);
[M,N]=size(data);
a=flipud(fliplr(param));
% Marple, equation 16.43
% for first few rows (1 to m) use a subset of the autoregressive parameter matrix.
for i=l:m,
% for first few columns (1 to n) use a subset of the autoregressive parameter matrix.
forj=l:n,
data(ij) =-1* sum(sum(a(m-i+l:m,n-j+l:n).*data(l:i,l:j)));
end
% for remaining columns use all columns of the autoregressive parameter matrix
forj=n+l:N,
data(ij) =-1* sum(sum(a(m-i+l:m,:).*data(l:ij-n+l:j)));
end
end
% repeat for remaining rows, using all rows of the autoregressive parameter matrix
for i=m+l:N,
forj=l:n,
data(ij) =-1* sum(sum(a(:,n-j+l:n).*data(i-m+l:i,l:j)));
end
forj=n+l:N,
data(ij) = -l*sum(sum(a.*data(i-m+l:ij-n+l:j)));
end
end
image=flipud(data);
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function [a,sigma]=arjlw(x,epsilon)
% [a,sigma]=arjlw(x,epsilon)
% A recursive Levinson-Durbin solution to the Yule-Walker equations estimates the parameters for the
% autoregressive process governing the data in the input vector 'x'.
%
% Row p of the output matrix
'a'
contains the parameters for an order p AR process.
% The variance is provided in the output variable 'sigma'.
% Epsilon is a small number used to terminate the recursion.
%
% see also: ardata2, ar2jlw, arspec2
% Created 1995, jlw
n=length(x);
% Compute autocorrelation values
y=xcorr(x,'biased');
% Initiate Levinson-Durbin recursion (equation 3-14 & 3-15)
a(l,l)=-l.*y(n+l)./y(n);
sigma(l)=(l-abs(a(l,l))A2).*y(n);
% Recursion for model order =2 (equation 3-16, 3-17, and 3-18)
k=2;
sum=a(l,l)*y(n+l);
a(2,2)=-l.*(y(n+2)+sum)./sigma(l);
a(2,l)=a(l,l)+a(2,2).*conj(a(l,l));
sigma(2)=( 1 -abs(a(2,2)).A2).*sigma(k- 1 );
% Continue recursion until difference between input and output variance is less than epsilon
% (equations 3-16, 3-17 & 3-18)
while abs(sigma(k)-sigma(k- 1 ))>epsilon,
k=k+l;
sum=0;
forl=l:k-l,
sum=sum+a(k- 1 ,l)*y(n+k-l);
end
a(k,k)=-l.*(y(n+k)+sum)./sigma(k-l);
fori=l:k-l,
a(k,i)=a(k-l,i)+a(k,k).*conj((a(k-l,k-i)));
end
sigma(k)=( 1 -abs(a(k,k)).A2).
*sigma(k- 1 );
end
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function [Pl,P2,PC]=arspec2(al,a2,nl,n2)
% [P 1 ,P2,PC]=arspec2(al ,a2,n 1 ,n2)
% A routine to compute the two-dimensional spectrum estimatesPl and P2, from the autoregressive
% parameters provided in the input matrices al and a2, respectively.
% The size of the output spectra are determined by nl and n2.
% If the autoregressive parameters in al and a2 represent the first and second quadrant estimates
% respectively, then the output matrix PC contains the combined spectrum estimate.
%
% see also: ar2jlw, ardata2, arjlw
% Created 1995, jlw
% Reference: Marple, S.L., Jr., Digital Spectral Analysis with Applications. Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., 1987.
% Define frequency vectors for odd or even sizes in both dimensions.
ifnl/2= ceil(nl/2)
wl=[-pi:pi/(nl/2):pi-pi/(nl/2)];
else
nl=nl-l;
wl=[-pi:pi/(nl/2):pi];
end
ifn2/2= ceiI(n2/2)
w2=[-pi:pi/(n2/2):pi-pi/(n2/2)];
else
n2=n2-l;
w2=[-pi:pi/(n2/2):pi];
end
% Initialize
al=al';
a2=flipud(a2)';
[wl,w2] = meshgrid(wl,w2);
% Compute first-quadrant power spectrum (Marple, equation 16.84)
[tl,t2]= freqspace(size(al));
tl=tl*size(al,2)/2 + floor(size(al,2)/2);
t2=t2*size(al,l)/2 + floor(size(al,l)/2);
[tl,t2]=meshgrid(tl,t2);
P 1=zeros(size(w 1 ));
Pl(:) = (exp(-sqrt(-l)*wl(:)*tl(:)').*exp(-sqrt(-l)*w2(:)*t2(:)'))*al(:);
Pl=l./abs(Pl).A2;
% Compute second-quadrant power spectrum (Marple, equation 16.85)
[t 1 ,t2]=freqspace(size(a2));
tl=tl*size(a2,2)/2 - floor(size(a2,2)/2) + 1;
t2=t2*size(a2,l)/2 + floor(size(a2,l)/2);
[tl,t2]=meshgrid(tl,t2);
P2=zcros('sizc('w 1 ")} *
P2(:) = (exp(-sqrt(-i)*wl(:)*tl(:)').*exp(-sqrt(-l)*w2(:)*t2(:)'))*a2(:);
P2=l./abs(P2).A2;
% Compute combined power spectrum estimate (Marple, equation 16.86)
PC=1./(1./P1 + 1./P2);
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function [spec,lines]=arspectrum(data,p,n,wlength,rf)
% [spec,lines]=arspectrum(data,p,n,wlength,rf)
% This function computes a two-dimensional spectrum estimate for the input matrix 'data'
% using a Radon transform and a one-dimensional autoregressive parameter estimation routine.
% The radon transform is computed at increments of 'n'-degrees. For each Radon transform
% projection,
'p'
autoregressive parameters are estimated and used to compute a one-dimensional
% spectrum at 'wlength frequency points between -pi and pi.
% These 1-d spectra can be output directly as the optional output variable 'lines' before
% filtering to compensate for oversampling near the center (any value for 'rf will bypass the filtering)
% and reconstructing into the two-dimensional spectrum estimate 'spec'.
%
% ** NOTE** The output matrices 'spec' and 'lines' contain complex-valued data. The power spectrum is
% the squared-magnitude of this data.
%
% See also: perspectrum, btspectrum, radon2, arjlw
% Revised 5/2/96, jlw
% Apply circular window and Radon transform
data=circle(data) ;
rad=radon2(data,n);
% Create frequency vector to define spectrum computation points
[r,c]=size(rad);
w=[-l *pi:pi/floor(wlength/2):pi];
w 1=w( 1 :wlength) ;
w2=fliplr(w);
w2=w2(l:wlength);
% Create filter to compensate for oversampling near the center of the reconstructed matrix
ifnargin<5
inc=(l-l/r)/(wlength/2);
rhofilt=[l:-l*inc:l/r];
rhofilt=[rhofilt [l/r+inc:inc:l]];
rhofilt=rhofilt( 1 :wlength);
else
rhofilt=ones( 1 ,wlength);
end
% For each Radon transform projection
forj=l:r,
% Compute autocorrelation values
y=xcorr(rad(j , :),'biased');
% Initiate recursion, (eq. 3-14 & 3-15)
a(l,l)=-l.*y(c+l)./y(c);
sigma(l)=(l-abs(a(l,l)).A2).*y(c);
% Continue recursion for highermodel orders (eq. 3-16, 3-17, & 3-18)
for k=2:p,
sum=0;
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for l=l:k-l,
sum=sum+a(k- 1 ,l)*y(c+k-l);
end
a(k,k)=- 1 . *(y(c+k)+sum)./sigma(k- 1 );
fori=l:k-l,
a(k,i)=a(k-l ,i)+a(k,k).*conj((a(k-l ,k-i)));
end
sigma(k)=( 1 -abs(a(k,k)).A2).*sigma(k- 1 );
end
% Extract autoregressive parameter vector
param(j,:)=[l a(p,:)];
% Compute ID power spectrum estimate
ifj<=r/2,
[temp,w]=freqz([l],param(j,:),wl);
else
[temp,w]=freqz([l],paramG,:),w2);
end
% Save filtered and unfiltered estimates in rows ofmatrices h and H
h(j ,:)=temp.*rhofilt;
HG,:)=temp;
end
% output unfiltered ID spectrum estimates
ifnargout=2,
lines=H;
end
% Reconstruct 2D estimate from filtered ID estimates
spec=reconstruct(h);
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function spec=btspectrum(data,n,acv,rf)
% spec=btspectrum(data,n,acv,rf)
% Computes the two-dimensional spectrum estimate for the input matrix 'data' using the Radon transform
% and a one-dimensional Blackman-Tukey spectrum estimation algorithm.
% The Radon transform is computed for angles between 0 and 180 degrees at increments of 'n' degrees.
%
% The number of autocorrelation values used to estimate the spectrum for each projection is
% specified by 'acv'.
% By default, the 1-d spectrum estimates are filtered to compensate for oversampling near the center, prior
% to reconstruction of the 2-d spectrum estimate. Any value of the optional input variable 'rf bypasses the
% filtering.
%
% See also: radon2, arspectrum, perspectrum
% Created 1995, jlw
% Compute Radon transform
rad=radon2(data,n);
% Initialize
[r,c]=size(rad);
pad=(c-acv)/2;
% Create filter to compensate for oversampling
ifnargin<3
inc=(l-l/r)/(c/2);
rhofilt=[l:-l*inc:l/r];
rhofilt=[rhofilt [l/r+inc:inc:l]];
rhofilt=rhofilt(l:c);
else
rhofilt=ones(l,c);
end
% For each Radon transform projection
forj=l:r,
% Compute autocorrelation values
y=xcorr(rad(j,:),'biased')';
% Apply rectangular window
y=[zeros(l,pad) y(c-acv/2:c+acv/2-l) zeros(l,pad)];
% Compute power spectrum estimate and apply filter
h(j,:)=fftshift(fft(fftshift(y)));
hG,:)=h(j,:).*rhofilt;
end
% Reconstruct 2D Spectrum from ID estimates
spec=reconstruct(h);
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function im=circle(im)
% im=circle(im)
% the output data set is a windowed version of the input data set where the window is a cylinder function
% with its radius equal to the nearest integer less than one-half the smaller of the matrix dimensions.
%
% See also: rect2
% Created 1995, jlw
[m,n]=size(im);
% Define center row and column for odd and even matrix sizes.
ifm/2=floor(m/2)
ci=m/2+l;
else
ci=ceil(m/2);
end
ifn/2=floor(n/2)
cj=n/2+l;
else
cj=ceil(n/2);
end
% Define radius of the cylinder function.
r=floor(min(m,n)/2);
r2=rA2;
% Define edge of cylinder function for odd and even sizes.
ifr/2=floor(r/2)
b=0.5;
else
b=l;
end
% For each image point,
for i=l:m,
forj=l:n,
% compute distance from center point
k=(ci-i)A2 + (cj-j)A2;
% change image value ofoutside or on the edge of the cylinder
ifk>r2
im(ij)=0;
elseifk==r2
im(ij)=im(ij)*b;
end
end
end
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function cone=conefilt(n,min)
% function cone=conefilt(n,min)
%
% This function creates an inverted cone in an n-by-n matrix containing ones at the edges and comers,
% 'min' at the center element, and the remaining values proportional to the distance from the center element.
% created 4/25/96, jlw
% locate center ofmatrix
ifrem(n,2)=0,
center=n/2+l;
else
center=ceil(n/2);
end
inc=( 1 -min)/floor(n/2) ;
% compute second-quadrant values
for i=l:center,
forj=l:center,
d=sqrt((center-i)A2+(center-j)A2);
ifd>=center-l,
cone2(ij)=l;
else
cone2(ij)=d*inc+min;
end
end
end
% flip matrix to create first, third, and fourth quadrants
conel=fliplr(cone2(:,l:center-l));
cone3=flipud(cone2(l :center-l ,:));
cone4=flipud(conel(l:center-l,:));
cone=[cone2 conel; cone3 cone4];
[rows,cols]=size(cone);
ifn~=rows,
cone=cone(l :n, 1 :n);
end
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function data=iradon2(p,method)
% function data=iradon2(p,method)
%
% This routine computes the inverse Radon transform from the Radon transform projections in matrix p.
% The input matrix, p, is in the same format as output from radon2 (i.e. each row ofp contains
% an m-point Radon transform projection).
%
% The input variable 'method' refers to the choice of filtering the data (to compensate for oversampling near
% the center) before (method=l) or after (method=2) the projections are reconstructed into an mxm array.
% This is an optional input variable, the default is method=2.
%
% See also: radon2
% Revised 5/1 1/96, jlw
[rows,cols]=size(p);
% Apply 1-d FFT to each projection of the Radon transform (rows ofp).
for i=l:rows,
PFFT(i,:)=fftshift(fft(fftshift(p(i,:))));
end
ifnargin=l,
method=2;
end
ifmethod=l,
% Create rhofilter based on # and length ofprojections.
inc=(1-1 /rows)/(cols/2) ;
rhofilt=[l :-l *inc: 1/rows];
rhofilt=[rhofilt [l/rows+inc:inc:l]];
rhofilt=rhofilt(l:cols);
% Apply rhofilter to each projection.
for i=l:rows,
PFFT(i, :)=PFFT(i, :).*rhofiIt;
end
% Reconstruct 2-d spectrum.
temp=reconstruct(PFFT);
else
% Reconstruct 2-d transform.
p2d=reconstruct(PFFT);
% Create 2-d cone-filter.
cone=conefilt(cols, 1/rows);
% Apply cone-filter to reconstruct transform.
temp=p2d.*cone;
end
% Apply inverse 2-d FFT to obtain inverse Radon transform.
data=fflshift(ifft2(ffishift(temp)));
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function [spec,lines]=perspectrum(data,n,rf)
% [spec,lines]=perspectrum(data,n,rf)
%
% This function provides a two-dimensional estimate of the power spectrum of the input image, 'data', by
% using a 1-d periodogram (fft) in conjunction with the Radon transform. The angular projections for
% the Radon transform is controlled by the value of n, the increment in degrees between projections.
%
% Any value for the optional input parameter 'rf bypasses the application of rho-filtering to compensate for
% over-sampling near the center of the matrix.
%
% The optional output parameter 'lines' contains the unfiltered spectrum estimates along the radial lines.
%
% ** NOTE** The output matrices 'spec' and 'lines' contain complex-valued data. The power spectrum is
% the squared-magnitude of this data.
%
% See also: perspectrum, btspectrum, radon2, arjlw
% Revised 5/18/96, jlw
% Compute Radon transform
rad=radon2(data,n);
[r,c]=size(rad);
% Create filter to compensate for oversampling near the center of the reconstructed 2D matrix.
ifnargin<3
inc=(l-l/r)/(c/2);
rhofilt=[l:-l*inc:l/r];
rhofilt=[rhofilt [l/r+inc:inc: 1]];
rhofilt=rhofilt(l:c);
else
rhofilt=ones(l,c);
end
% For each Radon transform projection,
forj=l:r,
h(j , :)=fftshift(ffi(fftshift(rad(j , :))));
filtG,:)=h(j,:).*rhofilt;
end
% Reconstruct 2D spectrum from filtered ID estimates.
spec=reconstruct(filt);
% Output unfiltered ID estimates.
ifnargout=2,
lines=h;
end
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function image=planewv(n,period,amplitude,phase,azimuth)
% Creates an n-by-n matrix containing a cosine wave with
% the origin at the center of the matrix.
% Ifn is even, the center is defined as (n/2+l,n/2+l).
%
%data=planewv(n,period,amplitude,phase,azimuth)
%
% n=number ofpoints in data set (n-by-n)
% period=period of the cosine in samples
% amplitude=amplitude of the sinusoid
% phase=phase at the origin in degrees
% azimuth=angle relative to the x-axis in degrees
%
% Revised 4/20/96, jlw
% Initialize
period=2.*:pi./period;
phase=pi.*phase./180;
azimuth=pi.*azimuth./l 80;
sazimuth=sin(azimuth);
cazimuth=cos(azimuth);
% Create computation points for odd and evenmatrix sizes.
ifn/2=ceil(n/2)
[x,y]=meshgrid(-n/2:n/2- 1 ,n/2> 1 :-n/2+ 1 );
else
n=n-l;
[x,y]=meshgrid(-n/2:n/2,n/2:-l :-n/2);
end
% Compute 2D cosine values.
temp=period.*(x.*cazimuth+y.*sazimuth);
image=amplitude.*cos(phase+temp);
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function p=radon2(a,n)
% function p=radon2(a,inc)
% This routine computes Radon transform projections of an input image 'a' at projection angles between
% 0 and 1 80 degrees at the increment in degrees specified by the input variable 'ine'.
%
% The image 'a' must be symmetric in size (m-by-m) and should be circularly windowed before
% transforming.
%
% Each row of the output matrix, p, contains the m-point Radon transform for a single projection.
% The number of rows in p is 2*delta, where delta is the nearest integer greater than or equal to 90/inc.
%
% For K=i<=delta, row i contains the inc(i-l) degree projection.
% For delta<i, row i contains the 90+inc(i-l -delta) degree projection.
% For projection angles<90 degrees, the third quadrant values are
% in the first halfof the row. For angles>=90 degrees, the second
% quadrant values are in the first halfof the row.
%
% See also circle, iradon2
% Revised 4/30/96, jlw
% Initialize
theta=[0:-n:-90];
[rows,cols]=size(a);
delta=ceil(90/n);
% Zero-degree projection, sum over the columns.
p(l,:)=sum(a);
%Ninety-degree projection, sum over the rows.
for i=l:rows,
p(delta+l,i)=sum(a(i,:));
end
% For remaining pairs ofprojections: rotate matrix, sum over rows, sum over columns.
for i=2:delta
temp=rotate2(a,theta(i));
p(i,:)=sum(temp);
forj=l:rows
p(i+deltaj)=sum(temp(j,:));
end
end
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function p=radontest
% THIS FILE IS FOR TESTING WITH A SINGLE SINUSOID
% function p=radontest
% This routine computes 180 Radon transform projections of a single sinusoidal wave at
% one-degree increments.
%
% Row i of the output matrix, p, contains the m-point Radon transform
% for the n*(i-l) degree projection.
% Revised 4/20/96, jlw
% Initialize
n=l
a=planewv(64,8, 1 ,0,0);
theta=[0:-n:-90];
-
[rows,cols]=size(a);
delta=ceil(90/n);
% Compute zero and ninety-degree projections by summing over columns and rows.
p(l,:)=sum(a);
for i=l:rows,
p(delta+l,i)=sum(a(i,:));
end
p(delta+l ,:)=fliplr(p(delta+l ,:));
% Compute remaining pairs ofprojections by:
% computing rotated data from governing equation, summing over columns, and summing over rows.
for i=2:delta
temp=planewv(64,8,l,0,i-l);
p(i,:)=sum(temp);
forj=l:rows
p(i+deltaj)=sum(temp(j,:));
end
p(i+delta,:)=fliplr(p(i+delta,:));
end
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function R=reconstruct(p)
% function R=reconstruct(p)
%
% This routine reconstructs a two-dimensional image from its angular projections.
%
% The rows of the input matrix, p, contain angular projections at
% evenly-spaced increments between 0 and 1 80 degrees.
% For projection angles<90 degrees, the first halfof the row
% is placed in the third quadrant of the matrix R. For projection
% angles>=90 degrees, the first half is placed in the second quadrant.
% revised 4/27/96 jlw
% Initialize
[rows,cols]=size(p);
delta=rows/2;
n=ceil(90/delta);
theta=[0:n:90];
R=zeros(coIs);
% Define center point for even and odd matrix sizes.
ifrem(cols,2)=0,
center=cols/2+l;
else
center=ceil(cols/2);
end
% Place zero and ninety-degree projections along horizontal and vertical axes.
R(center,:)=p(l,:);
R(:,center)=R(:,center)+p(delta+l,:).';
% For remaining pairs ofprojections,
for i=2:delta,
%Create temporarymatrix
temp=zeros(cols);
% Place projections along horizontal and vertical axes
temp(center,:)=p(i,:);
temp(:,center)=temp(:,center)+p(delta+i,:).';
% Rotate to the appropriate angle
t=rotate2(temp,theta(i));
% Add to reconstructed matrix
R=R+t;
end
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function window=rect2(msize,wsize)
% window=rect2(msize,wsize)
% rect2 creates a two-dimensional wsize-by-wsize window of ones centered in
% an msize-by-msize matrix of zeros.
% For an m-by-n window, specify wsize=[m.,n].
% For and M-by-N matrix, specify msize=[M,N].
%
% See also: circle
% Revised 5/1 8/96, jlw
% Define window size
if size(wsize)=[l , 1],
m=wsize;
n=wsize;
else
m=wsize(l);
n=wsize(2);
end
% Define matrix size
if size(msize)=[l ,1],
M=msize;
N=msize;
else
M=msize(l);
N=msize(2);
end
% Create matrix ofones for rectangle
window=ones(m,n);
% Create zero padding for remainder ofmatrix
mdelta=M-m;
rpadl=ceil(mdelta/2);
rpad2=floor(mdelta/2);
nde!ta=N-n;
cpadl=ceil(ndelta/2);
cpad2=floor(ndelta/2);
% Construct rectangle function from ones and zeros
window=[zeros(rpadl,N); zeros(m,cpadl) window zeros(m,cpad2); zeros(rpad2,N)];
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function x=rotate2(data,phi);
% x=rotate2(data,phi) rotates the input matrix data by an angle phi degrees. The output matrix x is the
% same size as the input matrix data. Rotate2 uses bilinear interpolation via interp4.
%
% The output matrix 'x' is the same size as the inputmatrix 'data'.
% The center of rotation is the center pixel for an odd-sized matrix, or
% an off-center pixel for an even-size matrix.
% Created 1995, jlw
% Check for rotation angle a multiple of 90 degrees.
ifrem(phi,90)=0,
phi=rem(phi,360) ;
ifphi=90 | phi= -270,
x=rot90(data);
elseifphi=180 | phi= -180,
x=rot90(data,2);
elseifphi= 270 | phi=-90,
x=rot90(data,-l);
else
x=data;
end
return
end
% Convert angle to radians.
phi=phi*pi/180;
T=[cos(phi) -sin(phi); sin(phi) cos(phi)];
% Locate center pixel.
[m,n]=size(data);
ifrem(n,2)=0
nhalfHn+2)/2;
else
nhalfHn+l)/2;
end
uu=(l:n)-nhalf;
ifrem(m,2)=0
mhalf^(m+2)/2;
else
mhalf=(m+l)/2;
end
w=(l:m)-mhalf;
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% Set up rotated axes for input to interpolation routine
nu=length(uu);
nv=length(w);
rows=l:n;
cols=l:m;
[u,v]=meshgrid(uu(cols),w(rows));
uv=[u(:)v(:)]*T';
u(:)=uv(:,l)+nhalf;
v(:)=uv(:,2)+mhalf;
% interpolate input matrix to fit rotated axes
x=interp4(data,u,v);
% Replace undefined values with zeros.
d=fmd(isnan(x));
iflength(d)>0,
x(d)=zeros(size(d));
end
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